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digital rmilfitrack tape recorders 
LP 
EC AWARD WINNER 

Voted Recording Product edit Year- and 
Best Recording lhariceiStorage Technology. 

And with good reason. 

Alesis was founded on digital 

technology, so we know what it 
takes to make the best-selling digital multitrack. The Alesis ADArDigital 

Audio Recorder's sound quality, sample accurate synchronization capability 
(ADAT Synchronization Interface), fiber-optic digital interface (ADAT 

MultiChannel Optical Digital Interface), and wide range of peripherals 
available now, give ADAT owners the creative flexibility they need. 

The Alesis Al-ITMADAT to AES/EHU and S/PflIF Interface ovith sample rate converter lets you tmnskr audio 
digitally to or from the ADAT system and etternal units such as DATs, Cl),, anti other digital recording fonnots. 

al 

The Alesis Al.e.Multi-Purpose Audio/Video Synehronizottbri Interface by TimeLine (the leader in synchronization 
products) connects ADAT to the world pi video film and multi-media production using SMPTE. 9 pin and 
Timeline lynx control protocols. 

Focus on CompatibilityTM 
Its revolutionary impact on the recording industry has made ADAT the 

de facto standard in digital multitrack. The enormous 
number of ADAT users worldwide, the fact that Foster has 

licensed the ADAT format for their own digital r murder, and 
the growing list of leading companies focusing on industry compatibility 

by becoming members of The ADAT GroupTm, all mean that when you 
choose ADAT, you're compatible with a vast array of music and audio 

equipment, now and in the (taure. And, you're supported by a network 
of professionally trained Authorized ADAT Service Centers worldwide. 

The ADAT Format - made for multitrack 
ADAT records eight tracks of 16-bit linear, 48 kHz sample rate audio, with 
no data compression "tricks" or channel sharing. We chose Super VHS® 
(S -VHS!) tape as a foundation, then designed ADATs data structure and 

heads specifically for the rough-and-tumble, back-and-forth, punch-in-and-
out environment of multitrack recording. To make sure that recording one 

track wouldn't disturb any other track, we divided each helical scan into 

1&2 I 3&4 5&6 I 7&8 
An 8 track, 8nrm recorder's helical scan: there are only four audio data blocks. »ring each track to share a block with another. 

ADArs helical scow AllAT trades are sorely separated into à discrete data blocks. 
(Both vertical dimensions enlarged for clarity) 

eight separate data blocks. Some 

digital recorders combine data 

from two different channels into 
the same data block on tape, which 
means that each time you r etord a 

track, another track must be read 
into a buffer and actually re-record-
ed even though it is in "safe" mode. 

IMC00100111E TIMM 
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The 8 track, 8mm helical scan format risks 
introducing errors into "safe' tracks each and 
every time you press record. 
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The ADAT format records each track discretely, as 
all professional multitrack recorders should. 

Bigger is Safer 
Microscopic contaminants in the studio aren't just pro-

bable, they're statistically inevitable, ff the format can't 
overcome them, they'll cause mistracIdng, noise, distor-
tion, even total muting of the audio. Formats smaller than 
S-VHS are more vulnerable to contaminants, dropout, and 

misalignment, especially when exchanging tapes between 

machines. One 8nun digital format attempts to squeeze 

the same amount of sound into one•tenth 

the tape area that ADAT does. ADATs 

S-VHS tape offers more total surface area 
to meet the demands of digital recording, and its wider 100 

micron tracks are five times less vulnerable to socerteris.:7orei 
being derailed by dust. Because even though ADn'71- 

ndm thhedsietzek;z. technology makes it possible to make formats 

smaller and smaller, dust stays the same size. format "33 m'e). 
Actual microscopic comparison of the ADAT tape format and the 8 track, 
SMM helical scan format (enlarged approximately 100 times). 

1/2' 

3 3/4' 

ADATs wide 100-micron tracks offer an 
extra margin of safety for digital audio. 

The 8mm s 20-micron tracks squeeze more data 
into the same area, with little room for error. 



than any other company. 
More than Sony. More than 
Mitsubishi. More than Yamaha, 
Akai, and Tascam combined. 

More than just a tape recorder-
The ADAT System 
ADAT, when combined with the BRC Tm Master Remote Control, is a 

complete digital recording and digital editing system with features 

that no other recorder, analog or digital, can 
match. The BRC is a full-function autolocator 

and MIDI/SMFTE time code chase-lock 

synchronizer. Plus, it controls digital copying 
between ADATs, like a disk-based recorder, 

but much simpler to use. 

The ADAT MultiChannel Optical 

Digital Interface digitally transmits 
A fiber Optle 
eddle /ordeal up to eight ADAT channels at once 
cunnection is 
inciu d with over a single fiber optic cable to any 
every ADAT 

track on any ADAT in the system 

without repatching, all in the digital domain. 
Now you can "fly in" that perfect vocal part to 

multiple locations in seconds, with absolutely 

no generation loss. And our new QuadraSynthTm 
keyboard has an ADAT digital interlace so you can 

record it without ever leaving the (fiend domain. 

The 1112C Mask Ne Control, shown 
with optional Iffln•Retnote Meter Bridge. 
supertharges rue ADA T System by adding 
SMITE and Ml01 synchronization. storable 
autolueation pants, copy and paste digital 
editing and more. 

ADAT/BRC digitally stores L1H " CHORUS 1" 

important session notes 
Instead of scribbling notes on cumbersome 

studio track sheets, the BRC lets you store 400 
antolocation points, 20 Song start points, punch in and out points, MIDI tempo 

maps, SMITE offsets, and more in the to-rnir.ute data header of the ADAT 

tape. The BR's alphanumeric display lets you name each cue point and song. 
It even has a handy built-in list of 16 standard cue point names you can edit 

finlike analog autoloeators. ti,, LW' i.ay 
recall 460 points, storable on earl, .•IDAT 
tape for later recall, so you can keep your 

,rnemined,noinetrhme s,insi of cead ace/ frames, to mes 

The ADAT Worldwide Network 
Thousands of ADAT Worldwide NetworkTm multitrack recording group 

members are reaping thebenefits of choosing The ADAT System As 

WWN members, they are able to collaborate and exchange ADAT tapes 

with other talented musicians, producers, composers 

—6 

and engineers throughout the world. Alesis is -8&.%r-1" D-.1r"-s''.'.›.— 

1161)„— proud that so many creative people worldwide 

are using this American-made product, making .0-
4' e wit o 

ADAT the most popular digital multitrack tape 
recorder in history. The recording professionals below don't 

endorse ADAT, they use it every day. Their credentials speak for 

themselves. Visit your Authorized ADAT dealer and see what the 
new standard in digital multitrack recording can do for you. 

Dave Jay Owen Francis Web Mick Andy Ray Tom Russell Tim 
Rouze Graydon Bradley Buckley Staunton Guzauski Hilton Benson Size Brower Wilson 
Technical Two ,ime Country Music One of the tap Grammy- LA, 's leading Owner and One of comity Has engineered ana Two Emmys Consultant and 
engineer for Gramme Award Hall oj Fame, dance and pp nominated chief platinum Chairman of the music's hottest mated a wide range (eight nomi, swim demknerfor 
Larry Carlton, winning(twelve &briber, (enemy engineers in engineer and misdate', largest two-audio pmdsweriarranger, of music trim rock nations). Sound leading rrrording 
currently using nominations) legendary ¡mimic Heywood. studio owner. engineer. . ,,,d a equipment-for. writers. 3 ADATs desieer and artists and 
ADA T to record producer, Mini( arti.its. 4 ADATs anti a 3 ADATs and a hire company in and a BRC t.;er,re':„je, pm,„,,ft,,fiim, s.,,,,„„;,—. 
all Larry's live engineer, writer, 9 ADAT, and a BBC. BRC BRC the U.K. and BRC television and lice installed more 
concerts, and guitarist. BRC. Europe. Plenty of mafer theme ADAT, than lu, 
2 ADArs and a 4 ALATs and a ADATs. park, 2 ADA Ts rpmenbers. 
BRe. BRC and a BRC. 

19 Alois and ADAT are mewed imdemarks of Alexis (leech:on 
Al.L AF2, BRC, RMBQuadraSyntk. ADATICarlawick Newark. The ADAT Group and Focus o rt Compatibility are intdenarks of Mee- Corporation. 
DeADAT Group of inaltecturers are developing products gsai are hilly compatible wifir ADATsdigital and sync amoral,. 7hry include Pages, 
TimeLine, Digulesign, Steinberg Jones. J1. Coopr, Apogee, Amps Seems, Mamas, Sounds:, Mark of Me the <WM. Cmagic and other. 
15 ¡le and S-171S are registeed trademarks gJVC. OS, Greantnyis a rmisteed ladeniark of NA RAS All tradentaras are the properly of dieirrespectiie hue, 

Alesis Corporation 3630 Holdrege Avenue Los Angeles CA 90016 
adat 
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It's nice to know an AKG studio standard isn't over anyone's head anymore. 

Even among pros, there are times when your 

talent exceeds your budget. That's why we 

created the new AKG C3C00. It has the 

warmth, clarity and character of the 

most popular AKG studio mic in 

the world— at about half the 

price. In fact, when you 

hear it you'll be amazed 

what a large, gold-coated 

diaphragm will do for 

your sound. The C30(X) 

gives you all the quality 

of an AKG without 

having to pretend it's 

an AKG. It is. 

Bean, from D'Cückoo, whose new "Umoja" 
CD is on RGB Records. 
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DO-IT-YOURSELFER: Figure 1 

DO-IT-YOURSELFER 
Thank you for the August 1993 issue of 
your magazine. I find it very informa-
tive and entertaining. I especially 
enjoy the "Do It Yourself" section. 
There is some additional information, 
however, that I would like to add to 
Iules Ryckebusch's design of the 
Balanced Line Driver circuit. 

First of all, it is important to note 
that the SSM-2142 supplies a gain of 6 
dB to the output. This decreases your 
system headroom and, in the case of a 
sound reinforcement system, the gain 
before feedback. There should not be 
anything to worry about here, but the 
user needs to be aware of it. 

Also, in my experience with using 
the SSM-2142, the possibility of an out-
put DC voltage offset exists. To eliminate 
the potential condition, I always include 
a coupling capacitor on each output, and 
each cross-coupling feedback loop is 
taken after this capacitor. This modified 
circuit is shown above (fig. 1). 

I hope this adds valuable informa-
tion to everyone who uses this excel-
lent circuit. 

Stephen J. Marks 
Mark IV Audio, Inc. 

Buchanan, MI 

YOUR CHIP HAS COME IN 
We have received inquiries regarding 
the Analog Devices AD1890 sample 
rate converter from those who 

C2 

101— 
nF 

-15V 

had seen the article in the October 
issue. 

Here, in no particular order, is a list 
of companies presently using the 
AD1890 sample-rate converter: Z-
Systems, Fostex, Gambit, Harmonia 
Mundi, Zaxcom, TOA, Corporate 
Computer Systems, AMS/Neve, nVision, 
Digital Domain, BEC Technologies, and 
RE Technologies. Sony also uses the 
AD1890 and demonstrated a recording 
console that uses it at AES. We are help-
ing several other manufacturers design 
it in. We are also considering cus-
tomized versions for some "big-name" 
consumer product manufacturers. 

Peter Predella 
Audio Marcom, Mgr. 

Analog Devices 
Norwood, MA 

VENT OF A WOMAN 
Re: The letter from Jennifer Monnar in 
the October EQ. 

I've been a subscriber to your mag-
azine for a little over a year, and unless I 

EQ wants 
Write to 
939 Po 
Washi 
must 
for c 

ue with you. 
EQ, 
ort 
ers 
ted 



W E CAN SHOW YOU ALL THE 
FEATURES THAT SET OUR NEW 
MM. 2242 APART EXCEPT ONE. 

o 22 inputs. 10 XLR bal-
anced inputs featuring a 
low noise, pad less pre-
amp design. Six 
true-stereo inputs. 

ci 4-Band EQ. High and low 
shelving filters: low band 
80 Hz/high band 12 kHz. 
Two resonant mid-band 
filters: low mid 800 
Hz/high mid 2.5 kHz. 

o Panasonic sealed poten-
tiometers. 

• • er • ••• - 
,tÉer tfw ger 10 ye, dig ff dir eV Or Or 

sr IT or g• Iv _v -IF -V 
omobre 

p Quad discrete transistor 
mic preamps 

Q 6 Aux sends: 1 pre; 5 post. 

O High quality, center-
detent Panasonic*faders. 

o 128 dB overall signal-to-
noise ratio, A weighted. 

o 10 Hz to 30 kHz frequen-
cy response. 

a 4 true-stereo returns. 

Ceramic hybrid channel 
design that further 
reduces noise and opti-
mizes stability. 

SOUND. 

o Rotating jackfield for 
conventional mixing or 
rackmounting. 

o 5 dB more overall gain 
than any mixer in its class. 

a The only 4 buss design in 
its class (using 4 dedicat-
ed sub group faders) 
with discrete Group and 
Main summing outputs. 

SAMSON AUDIO 
For more information about the MPL 2242, please contact Samson Audio, a division of Samson Technologies Corp., 

P.O. Box 9068, Hicksville, NY 11802-9068 (516) 932-3810 FAX (516) 932-3815 
Panasonic is a registered trademark of Pana,onic Corporation 
0 1993 Samson 
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LETTERS TO EQ 

missed the issue where you bashed 
women, I feel that Ms. Monnar's com-
ments about your magazine are a bit 
harsh and somewhat unwarranted. 

I have worked in technical theater for 
over 25 years. Two years ago I crossed 
over into live sound. From my first days, I 
acknowledged that I was in a male-domi-
nated field. Many times I was the only 
woman on the crew. In retrospect, I 
wouldn't have had it any other way. It was 
cruel and frustrating at times, but it 
taught me resolve, patience, and forced 
me to be my best. And when the occa-
sional sexist comment was made, more 
often than not, my male co-workers took 
more offense and sprang more readily to 
my defense than I did. I learned to look 
beyond the words to the meaning. It is 
irritating to have a promoter say, "Gee, 
hon, you really work hard," but I can also 
hear in those words praise and affirma-
tion. And when a musician tells me, 
"Sweetheart, my monitor mix was great!" 
I don't mind in the least that my name 
isn't "sweetheart." 

I consider myself a feminist, but 
there are more men working in the field 

than women, hence the majority of arti-
cles are going to be written by men or 
about men. I have never been offended 
by anything printed in EQ. The only 
thing that will anger me will be if you 
succumb to putting a female on your 
cover only because she is a female. 

My only demand of any co-worker is 
that they share my commitment to give to 
the artist the very best sound reproduc-
tion possible. Anything less is not accept-
able and everything else is not important. 

Alicia Walters 
Baltimore, MD 

PEOPLE ARE PEOPLE 
1 can't believe Jennifer Monnar wants 
women recognized in EQ just for being 
a "woman in the music industry." 

Sure, there are women out there 
making history, but why force a maga-
zine to specifically print articles on 
women when it's not the sex of a per-
son that justifies them being there. 

We live in a society that demands 
recognition for each type of category 
we care to place ourselves in. Why 

can't people be people? 
The recording industry is made up 

of many types of people working 
together to make music, period. When 
you think about it, we are people first 
and type or interest group second. 

I'm sure the women Jennifer men-
tioned are good at what they do, but I've 
never heard of them. Now Roger Nichols 
and Bob Clearmountain have been on 
the cutting edge of recording since the 
early '70s, and it'll be hard to bump them 
for not being a certain color or sex. 

Being mostly Indian, I can say I 
enjoy people being people — not types 
or categories. 

Daniel B. Plunkett 

WE'RE SORRY 
We incorrectly listed the choices of EQ's 
resident tipster Dave Brody in our TEC 
Award picks section of the October issue. 
Dave's correct choices are as follows. 
Acoustics/Facility Design Company 
Harris, Grant Associates, Iver, UK 

Audio Postproduction Facility 
Howard Schwartz Recording, NY, NY 

It saved the session. I thought our eighteen hours of 

work had gone right down the drain. 

What sounded OK at 2AM just 

wasn't making it the next morning, 

and now my client was on a plane. 

To Japan. For three weeks. 

So I hooked up my new Dolby 

Spectral Processor It didn't take 

long to get the vocals popping back 

out of the mix, the horns punching, 

the bass cutting through. It even 

added the final sparkle to the master 

that made the recording. 

Dolby Laboratones Inc • 100 Potrero Avenue. San Franctsco. CA 94103-4813 • Telephone 415-558-0200 • Facsmsrle 415-863-1373 • Teles 34409 
001bY Laboratones Inc • Wootton Bassett • WIltshre Sb14 BOJ • England • Telephone 0793-842100 • Facslmlle 0793-842101. Teles 44E49 
Dolby and the double-0 symbol are trademarks ot Dolby Laboratones LIcensIng Corocrabnn 2,1993 pc, 79' '189 

r= r3=1 
Call 1-800-DOLBY-740 (365-2974) 
for a demo of the Model 740. 

133 Dolby 
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SONY 

SONY 

POW. 

••••••• 
•••11,1ele.,«Ml• 

• - 7. :moirtemaoree 

RECORDING LEVELS. 
Serious about your sound? Give it a new 

standard. Sony's full range of Pro Standard DAT 

Recorders has the advanced technology 

your sound deserves. And if you're looking foi 

affordability, check our Sony's nesv 

DTC-A7. With one-bit A/D and HDLC D/A 

convertors plus analog recording at 32, 44.1 and 

48 kHz, the DTC-A7 masters professional-

quality recording for under S1000. Heard 

enough? Start recording at your peak level now. 

Call 1-800-635-SONY, Ext. DAT. 

INNOVATION AT WORK.. 
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RELEASE YOUR 
OWN CDs' 

500 CDs plus 
500 Cassettes 

$2,690 
with two-color inserts and 

chrome tape 

4.5 it. 3 iiidtedi 
Release your own major 
label quality CDs and 
cassettes affordably 
without sacrificing your 
artistic integrity or audio 
and graphic quality. 

Our eackages are 
complet' :ind inclu 
insert d gn, film, a 
printing o hidden 

costs! ou need 
do is s ly us wit 
master- pe and 
photog ph, and w 
do the rest. 

• FREE Graphic Design 

• Major Label Quality 

• Mot Back Guarantee 

• Co lete Packages 

Call today 
for our new 
1993-94 full 
color catalog: 

-- 00-4 

132 rth Fourth Str 
Ot,t,i SA (215) 

-9353 
KERS 

lodelphio, PA 19122 
• FAX (215) 236-7763 
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Mastering Facility 
The Hit Factory, NY, NY 

Remote Recording Facility 
Effanel Music, NY, NY 

Recording Studio 
The Hit Factory, NY, NY 

Remote/Broadcast Recording Engineer 
Randy Ezratty 

Mastering Engineer 
Herb Powers 

Computer Software/Peripherals 
Digidesign DINR software 

Microphone Technology 
Sony C-800/C-800G tube mics 

Studio Monitor Technology 
Boxer Five (F) Film Monitoring Sys 

Musical Instrument Technology 
E-mu Systems Emulator IIIXP 

Signal Processing Technology 
Avalon EQ 

Recording Devices/Storage Technology 
Digidesign Pro Tools Rev. 2.0 

Recording Console Technology 
SSL 8000 Series MO 

.1 ,1 1,me 

E112113 

MSC 
=ULM OE= =11311.1/1111111111 
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TER'S 

SeCRY 
What, you've ne 
had an off month? 
the October issue, . 
the figures that ran 1„1  
in the MicroTech-
nology Unlimited's 
MicroSound Digital 
Audio Workstation 
review were unread-
able due to a pri 
er's error. Here 
how they were sup-
posed to look (from 
top to bottom: fig-
ures one, two, an 
three): 
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TASCAM. 
Take advanti.ge of cur experience 

WHATEVER YOU DO — 
DON'T BUY THE WRONG MIXER. 

Especially if you're doing multitrack recording — whether 

digital or analog. Fact is, a mixer that's not specifically config-

ured with the features essential for multitrack recording just 
isn't a recording mixer. Bottom line is, general purpose mixers 

make multitrack recording a nightmare. 

You see, mixers that aren't designed and engineered 

for multitrack recording will torture you with the endless 
hassle of patching and repatching— every time you track, 

overdub or mixdown. It's frustrating, wastes valuable time 

and leaves you tangled in cable 

So before you choose a mixer for your studio — be 

sure it has the features of a dedicated recording mixer. 

NOT A RECORDING MIXER 
DOESN'T HAVE THESE FEATURES. 

MULTITRACK DECK CONFIGURATION 

If you don't hove dedicated inputs and outputs for your 8- track deck, 
where do you plug it in? Without this basic recording configuration 
you'll be repatching day and night and you won't be able 
to record on 8 tracks at owe. With these inputs, tape 
monitoring is os simple as pressing a switch. Also, 
because the TASCAM M1500 is a true 4-buss 
mixer, you can mix any combination of 
your input signals to any of the 4 
output busses directly io tape. 

DIRECT OUT 

AND GROUP OUT 

ASSIGNMENT 

SWITCHES 

You gotta have these. Because without them 
yuu can't directly send a single input to tape 
os record several inputs to one track. But 
with them, assign your inputs anywhere 
b' pressing a few switches. Best part 
is you'll never have to refer to 
ay complex patch diagrams 

IN-- LINE MONITORING 

A sure sign of a recording mixer. This lets you 
monitot your tape tracks at any time without 
sacrificing an input channel Just press a switch. 
With thq M1500's dual section not only ran you 
monito, tape tracks, it can be used for additional 
effect sends, or to double your inputs for virtual 
tracking at mixdown. And do any of this by 
flipping a switch. 

SWEEPABLE 

MIDRANGE E0 

Ask for it Because when it comes 
time to tailor your sound, you need 
the flexibility where the action is — 
in the midrange. The M1500's 
sweepable midrange lets you isolate 
specific mid frequencies allowing 
you to make the subtle tonal 
corrections you want. 

ELABORATE 

MONITORING 

In a recording environment 
you need to hear what's going 
through your board at all times. 
With the MI 500's comprehensive 
monitoring matrix you are able 
to hear any sound source at any 
time — inputs, tape, AUX sends, 
anything — it's your choke, just 
press a switch. 

TRUE TRANSPARENCY AND LOW NOISE 

In recording, your signal goes through the mixer several times. And each time it goes 
through, it is important not to lose or gain anything. Especially an identifiable "mixer 
sound." Test any mixer for its transparency. Take any signal and bounce it 3 or 4 times 
on your favorite digital recorder. With the truly transparent M1500, you'd be hard 
pressed to differentiate between the bounced tracks and the original signal. 

At TASCAM, we've been making multitrack recording 

equipment for more than 20 years. We pack that experience 

into every mixer we make — and we make more recording 

mixers than any other company in the world. 

For our MI500 Series of recording mixers, the result is 

an affordable mixing console configured for 8-track recording. 

A truly transparent mixer that makes tracking, overdubbing, 

and mixdowns easy An extraordinarily flexible console 

loaded with the features and specs you'd expect on consoles 

costing thousands more. 
But the MI500 Series of recording mixers are priced less 

than many general purpose mixers on the 
market. They're available in a 16-channel/ 

32- input tabletop version IM15161 and a 

compact rack mountable 8-channel/I6-input 

version IMI5081. So if you're involved in digital or 
analog 8-track recording, you've just found the best 

recording console value in the industry. 
Get your hands on a true recording mixer today: the 

TASCAM M1500 Series. There's one waiting for you at your 

authorized TASCAM dealer. Go ahead — test it and play 

with it. It's your next recording mixer. 

CIRCLE 86 ON FREE INFO CARD 
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EQUAL TIME 

Q Since most stage setups require 
the main house PA amps to be set 

off to one side of the stage, is there a 
timing problem when using unequal 
length speaker cables; say 80 feet feed-
ing the stage left speakers and 20 feet 
feeding stage right? 

Chuck Carlley 
Jackson, MS 

AYour concern regarding arrival 
time differences due to the cable 

lengths in your sound system is, fortu-
nately, unfounded. Audio in a wire is 
an electrical signal, which travels at 
slightly less than the speed of light. 
The difference in arrival time between 
the 20-foot cable run and the 80-foot 
run would be insignificant at audio 
frequencies. Audio signals, however, 
travel at a mere 1120 feet per second 
in air (at room temperature) and once 
the sound leaves the loudspeaker, a 
healthy concern over path length dif-
ferences is warranted. 

You should consider the imped-
ance of the loudspeaker cables. This 
should always be less than five per-
cent of the minimum impedance of 

the loudspeaker, on even your longest 
run of cable. This prevents the cable 
from having a negative impact on the 
power available to the loudspeaker 
and the control the amplifier can 
exhibit over it. 

Usually the greatest area of concern 
in multipair loudspeaker cables is the 
reliability of the connector and break-
down of the cable near the connector. 
This is the most common cause of open 
or short circuits on amplifier outputs 
and the loss of signal at the loudspeaker. 
After choosing the right connector and 
cable, regular inspection of these com-
ponents can have the greatest impact on 
when (if ever) the signal reaches either of 
your loudspeaker stacks. 

Wade McGregor 
Contributing Editor 

EQ 

VIVE LA DIFFERENCE 
l want to replace the TL072 dual 
op amps in my console with qui-

eter, higher-performance parts. Do you 
have any suggestions? 

Claude Roldu 
Paris, France 

AHere's a comparison of three dual 
op amps: 

Type Noise 
TL072 18 nV/root Hz 
NE5532 5 nV/root Hz 
SSM2139 3.2 nV/root Hz 

Slew Rote 
13 V/pS 3 mA 
9 V/pS 8 mA 
11 V/pS 4 mA 

Current (no load) 

Although the SSM2139 is much 
quieter, the tradeoff is that external 
compensation is required for gains 
below 3. The NE5532's tradeoff is the 
relatively high current consumption, 
which can be as much as 16 mA (fig-
ures given for all parts are typical rat-
ings). If you're replacing several op 
amps, this could put a major strain on 
the power supply. One option would 
be to replace only the mic preamps 
with improved performance chips, 
since this is where the difference 
would be most dramatic, and you 
could probably get away with the 
moderate increase in current con-
sumption. 

Be aware that any modifications 
may have unforeseen ramifications 
due to board layout, grounding, and so 
on. Change the chips in one channel 
and work with the mixer for a few days 
before committing to dealing with the 
rest of the mixer, and be extremely 
careful about exceeding the power 
supply specs. 

Craig Anderton 
West Coast Editor 

EQ 

DON'T FORGET THE TIP 

Q In your June 1993 issue (page 43), 
engineer/producer Bruce Swedien 

mentioned that he used conical speak-
er stands called Tip Toes Tm to mount 
nearfield monitors to his console's 

The mike designed for those of us tired of going nowhere. 

Introducing Gemini's VH-180 
Wireless Microphone—designed to give you 
the freedom you need. 
If you're ready to really cut loose on your next gig, start with our VH-180 wireless mike. It gives 

you up to 150 cable-free feet of wireless mobility, features our exclusive no-pop "silent" 
on/off switch and includes a vinyl carry-case and screw-on antenna. And thanks 

to our exclusive RF-signal enhancement system, your signal will kick 
through loud and clear in situations that would make 
other wireless mikes snap, crackle and =  — = 
pop. If you're ready to start going =   = 

=•_,z places, start start with the Gemini VH-180. -=-'=" SOUND PRODUCTS WITH SOUND IDEAS 
Corporate Offices: 1100 Milik St., Carteret, NJ 07008 908-969-9000 Fax 908-969-9090 

Florida Branch: 2848J Stirling Rd., Hollywood, FL 33020 305-920-1400 Fax 305-920-4105 

CIRCLE 40 ON FREE INFO CARD 
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DUALFEX II 

• 

BEHRINOEII 

• 

Suggest en retail list $279. 

Introducing the new DUALFEX II from Behringer. 

Have you noticed a difference between your 
recordings and the sound of CDs and tapes from 
your favorite artists? You can't fix it with EQ. And 
adding more parts to the mix just makes 
everything sound muddier. 

With the new DUALFEX II, all your parts stand 
out bright and clear, up front in the mix. Once 
you hear how it makes your music jump, you 
won't be able to live without it. 

You've heard about exciters and enhancers. 
The DUALFEX is both — and more. Its unique 
Variable Sound Processor lets you manually adjust 
the processing from "enhance" to "excite," and 
get every sound in between. 

And, unlike other units, the Dualfex's tunable 
high pass filter allows you to tailor the high end 

while a separate frequency switchable Bass 
Processor lets you fatten up the bottom. 

Best of all, you get the musical, satisfying level 
of sonic performance and noise-free sound 
enhancement you've come to expect from 
Behringer. 

DUALFEX II. The best way to go if you want to 
take your music to a better place. 

THE PERFECT EAR. BEHRINGER  

For more information about Behringer Signal Processing, 
please call 1-516-932-3810 or write to Samson Technologies 
Corp., P.O. Box 9068, Hicksville, NY 11802-9068. 

Behringer is exclusively distributed in the U.S. by Samson Technologies Corp. 
01993 SAMSON 

CIRCLE 09 ON FREE INFO CARD 



meter bridge. Where can these stands 
be purchased? 

Chris Wood 
Ashland, OR 

ATip Toes are one of the products of 
McCormack Audio Corporation, a 

manufacturer of high-end hi-fi pre-
amps, amps, and several accessory-
type products. Formerly known as 
"Mod Squad," McCormack is located at 
542 North Highway 101, Leucadia, CA. 

Tel: 619-436-7666. When you call them, 
mention EQ and they'll send you a 

complete product brochure and a list of 
local retailers who carry Tip Toes. 

Hector G. La Torre 
Executive Director 

EQ 

GETTING REALISTIC 

Q l own two Realistic PZM mics (cat. 
no. 33-1090) that appear to be 

4  **POW«. W WI* 

4 0. 

Large mixing consoles can come in mighty handy when the situation 

calls for lots of microphones and several different mixes. But what about 
those applications when the needs are much more basic? Introducing the 

MM-6 PowerCard from ASHLY. Just plug this input option into any of 
ASHLY's new amplifiers and you've got all the power the job requires 

without the extra complication and cost of a separate mixer. 

The MM-6 has separate controls for each line level channel, allowing 
for the connection of two stereo sources or four monaural ones. 

Phantom power is provided for condenser microphones, and there are 
even patch points on each channel for the connection of an equalizer or, 

any other signal processing device. Combine all this flexibility with any 
of ASHLY's latest amplifier models, and you have a nub' po t4c Ifni pow. 

ered mixer! Sometimes the best solutions come in small packages. 
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Ashly Audio Inc.. 100 Fernwood Ave, Rochester, NY 14621 
Toll Free ( 800) 828-6308, Telephone ( 716) 544-5191 , FAX (716) 266-4589 ASHLY 

clones of the Crown version, but have 
minor drawbacks. For example: lower 
output than the Crown; battery pow-
ered by one 1.5V AA or two Eveready 
A544 (6V each), which must be removed 
when mics aren't in use; and 1/4- inch 
plug on end. I realize the 114- inch plug 
problem is easily solved with an adap-
tor, but can this mic be modified to 
accept 48V phantom power? 

James A. Griffin 
Jackson, MS 

AYes, and pretty easily. The prob-
lem of lower output could be due 

to a number of things, none of which 
are easily addressed via user modifi-
cation. Four things must be done to 
power the mic with phantom power: 

1. Optional output transformer 
must be used. 

2. An XLR or other balanced capa-
ble connector must be used. 

3. The high side of the transformer 
goes to the plus (pin 2); the low side 
goes to the minus (pin 3); and the 
shield must be carried through to either 
the sleeve, ground, or shield (pin 1). 

4. Two 110 Kohm resistors must 
be tied from the plus and minus con-
nections of the input side of the trans-
former to the junction of the 10pf Cap 
and the 2k2 resistor. (See diagram 
below.) 

Greg Hanks 
New York Technical Support, Ltd. 

Chappaqua, New York 

This is where your questions get 
answered. Send your query with 

your name and address to: 
EQ Editorial Offices, 

939 Port Washington Blvd., 
Port Washington, NY 11050 

Fax: 516-767-1745 
America Online: MPANDA 
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am. Get more than wh3t you pay for. 

With a ProForce microphone, you get Sennheiser's 

award-winning sonic superiority, and gain that 

reaches incredible levels before feedback. Plus, 

a unique combination of rew high tech materials 

that ensures rock-solid durability. 

Laser-age manufacturing techniques keep the cost 

of ProForce mics low. But their sound and ruggedness 

are uncompromised Sennheiser. Gral  a ProForce 

mic... and gain complete control of your performance. 

1.al2 /1---1. 

M.12 E " 

[..1.=1.0 

FORCE 
6 VISTA DRIVE, P.O. BOX 987, OLD LYME, CT 06371 • TEL: 203.434.9190 • FAX: 203.434.17 

IN CANADA: 221 LABROSSE AVE, PTE-CLAIRE, PQ H9R 1A3 • TEL: 513.426.3013 • FAX: 514.4262 
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Ten Reasons Why You Should Cho 
1. TAPELESS EDITING  The DR4d can 
simultaneously record 4 tracks directly to standard 
SCSI-compatible hard disks, not tape. Tape 
recorders which use a cassette format (VHS, 8mm, 
etc.) have a huge problem: without at least two 
machines, you can't edit. But even a single DR4d 
allows random access editing that tape recorders just 
can't offer. Move, Copy, Insert, Copy + Insert, Move 
+ Insert, Erase, aind Delete with ease. Edit with 
complete confidence, because if you try an edit but 
change your mind, the Undo function will instantly 
restore the previous arrangement. It's a breeze to copy 
any part of a track and paste it anywhere on any track, 
even with a specified number of repeats. Or perhaps 
use the Insert commands to instantly slide track data 
in time against other tracks. This editing power 
encourages experimentation, and thus, your creativity! 
Imagine it. Do it. 

2. No W AITING Another problem with tape 
is the time required to physically move from one 
point on the tape to another. Concentrating on your 
music is what's important, not waiting for tape to 
shuttle back and forth. Never again waste such 
precious time: the DR4d allows you to instantly move 
to 108 different locations. Set up repeat sections, jam 
along with your tracks, then drop into record to 
capture it all while it's still immediate, fresh. 

3. JOG/SHUTTLE Another cool DR4a' 

advantage is the ability to offer scrubbing of audio, 
like "reel-rockineon analog decks - only with much 
better quality. Our Jog/Shuttle wheel lets you scrub 
through the audio at various speeds, forwards or 
backwards. So finding precise editing points is only as 
complicated as using your ears. 

4. One concept 
we did want to carry over from tape recorders is the 
user interface. Friendly, tape machine-style controls 
make the DR4d by far the easiest hard disk recorder 
to use. With dedicated buttons for Play, Stop, 
Rewind, Fast Forward, and so on, what could be 

simpler? If you've used an analog deck, then you 
know how to use the DR4d. Punch-

ins/outs can be performed 
manually or 

automatically 
from the front 
panel, or via 

footswitch. Like 
you'd expect. 

FAMILIAR OPERATION  

5. EXPANDABILITY  Up to four DR4ds can 
be chained together to create a 16-track system, 
simply by plugging an optional cable between units! 
And the optional DL4d Remote makes it a snap to 



ose the DR4d Hard Disk Recorder 
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control all of them. An optional, factory-installed 200 
MB internal hard disk offers 32 track minutes of 
recording right out of the box. The DR4d can handle 
up to seven hard disks and supports seamless overflow 
recording across multiple disks. With enough disk 
storage space, you can actually record on all four tracks 
for an incredible 24 hours! 

6.  EXCELLENT CONNECTIONSI Four 
balanced TRS 1/4" Input and Output jacks, easily 
switchable between -10 and +4 dBu levels, simplify 
interfacing with any type of console. The DR4ds pair of 
digital I/O ports allow communication with other 
digital devices in the form of both XLR and RCA 
connectors (AES/EBU or Type II selectable), as well as 
provide DAT backup. And then there's the supplied 
SCSI port for access to external hard disk drives. Just 

plug and play! 

7.  YOU'VE GOT OPTIONSI And affordable 
ones, at that. For digital access to all four channels 
simultaneously, the IB110D provides the two additional 
AES/EBU ports. For SMPTE timecode applications 
(slave or master), the IB112T is installed in seconds. 
The IB113M interface gives you MIDI In, Out, and 
Thru, and the IB111S is a second SCSI port which will 
allow connection to computers for visual waveform 
editing and magneto optical drives for data backup. 

SUB- ME NJ 

REMOTE 

STORE / ENT 

8.  DEDICATED DESIGN  The DR4d is a 
dedicated digital audio product, rather than an add-
in board for a computer. It's a tool designed for a 
single purpose: to record and edit audio precisely, 
effortlessly, and affordably. We think you'll agree 
that it succeeds on all counts beautifully. 

9.  SOUND QUALITY The DR4d contains 
Akai's own advanced digital technology, including 
super-clean 18-bit 64x oversampling A/Ds and 
advanced single-bit 8x oversampling D/A convertors 
with 18-bit resolution. Industry standard sample 
rates include 48, 44.1, and 321cHz. In short, the 
quality is superb and with a full 96dB dynamic range, 
you can rest assured of always sounding your best. 

10.  $ 1995.00 Simply put, the DR4d is the 
best value in digital recording today. For the first 
time, the nucleus of a professional quality 4-track 
hard disk recording system can be yours for only 
$1995.00! Just add internal or external hard disks, 
and you're ready to use our latest masterpiece for 
creating your next masterpiece. 

Hi4d 
AKAI 
DIGITAL 

C 1993 Akai/IMC 
Specifications subject to change without notice 
Consult your Akai dealer for information on compatible hard drives 
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EQ BLUE RIBBON AWARDS 

The first AES held at New York City's Javits Center turned out to be argest ever 
with 352 exhibitors showing their wares to more than 17,000 atte1Wes. Our edi-

tors and contributors tirelessly walked the 185,000 square feet of show floor to 
bring you the best in show — our Third Annual EQ Blue Ribbon Awards. 

THE BLAST 
FROM THE 
PAST AWARD 
TO AKG 
VINTAGE TL 
MICROPHONE 
AKG has introduced the 
Vintage TL. This trans-
formerless dual large 
diaphragm multipat-
tern mic combines the 
sonic characteristics of 

the 1950s C12 capsule 
with advanced elec-
tronics from the C414 
Series that exceed all 
digital recording re-
quirements. So you 
now can have the best 
of both worlds — vin-
tage warmth with digital sonics. For complete details, contact 
AKG, 1525 Alvarado St., San Leandro, CA 94577. Tel: 510-351-
3500. Circle EQ free lit. # 101. 

THE MORE THAN JUST AUDIO AWARD 
TO DIGIDESIGNIS POSTVIEW 
Digidesign's PostView brings digital video capabilities and VTR 

machine control to its popular Pro Tools audio editing system. 
PostView allows Pro Tools to import an accurate, instant, and 
random access digital "PostView Movie," and play it hack from 
within the Pro Tools session. This allows for accurate laying of 
Foley, music, dialog, and special effects tracks, as well as accu-
rate editing. The PostView movie is displayed either on the 
same monitor screen as the Pro Tools audio session or, with the 
appropriate hardware, on a separate monitor screen. The 
Movie is captured to a hard disk from a video source by an 
appropriate third-party video capture board and video capture 
software. By enhancing the QuickTime clock reference (which 
has less than frame-accurate resolution), PostView ensures 
frame- accurate 
synchronization 
between the 
audio and video 
once the Post-
View Movie is 
imported into Pro 
Tools. For com-
plete details, con-
tact Digidesign, 
1360 Willow Rd., 
Menlo Park, CA 
94025. Tel: 415-
688-0600. Circle 
EQ free lit. # 102 

THE SIZE DOES MATTER AWARD 
TO AMEK'S DIG MIXING CONSOLE 
The Big by Langley console is manufactured by Amek and is available as 
either a 28- or 44-input chassis. Monitoring is in-line and there are eight 
stereo returns. All consoles are equipped with "Amek Supertrue" fader 
and switch automation. Also standard is a Recall system enabling all pot 
and switch positions from a mix to be stored in the computer for subse-
quent Recall and manual reset. For more information, contact Amek US 
Operations, 10815 Burbank Blvd., North Hollywood, CA, 91601. Tel: 818-
508-9788. Circle EQ free lit. # 103. 
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THE WHOLE IS JUST A SUM OF ITS PARTS AWARD 
TO ANALOG DEVICES' AD1890/1, DIGITECH'S S-DISC, 
AND MOTOROLA'S DSP56000 CHIPS 
Analog Devices' AD1890 and 1891 SamplePort stereo asynchronous sample-rate converters 
(pictured at left) are the industry's first such ICs designed to solve sample rate and digital data 
interconnect problems in professional, computer communications, and consumer audio 
applications. The ICs are fixed-function, DSP-based chips that convert a digital input sample 
stream — at an arbitrarily clocked or dynamic changing sample rate — to a user-set output 
sample rate. Input and output clock frequency is automatically sensed with no user program-
ming required. DigiTech's fourth generation S-DISC technology is employed in the 
company's TSR-24 digital reverb and multieffects processor 

and allows you to program an unlimited number of effects algorithms by stacking 
effects modules in any chosen order, even using a module more than once if 
desired. Motorola's DSP56000 series of 24-bit digital signal processors (shown on 
the lower right) are designed to provide high-quality effects in various digital audio 
applications including multimedia computers, sound effects, electronic instru-
ments, film production, and consumer and automotive audio products. For more 
information, contact Analog Devices, One Technology Way, Norwood, MA 02062. 
Tel: 617-329-4700. Circle EQ free lit. #104. DigiTech, 8760 So. Sandy Parkway, Sandy, 
UT 84070. Tel: 801-566-8800. Circle EQ free lit. # 105. Motorola, 6501 Wm. Cannon 
Drive W., 0E314, Austin, l'X 78735. Circle EQ free lit. # 129. 

THE TWO COOL AWARD 
TO THE FOSTEX FOUNDATION 2000 AND RD-8 
DIGITAL 8-TRACK ADAT-COMPATIBLE RECORDER 
Fostex gets the nod for far-thinking technology and for taking its 
cues from American technology. The result is the Foundation 2000 
(pictured), a six- rack-space enclosure for audio recording, mixing, 
and editing. Each Foundation 2000 has 16 channels summed to eight 
output tracks or dual-stereo mix outputs. One edit controller (a 
removable front panel) will support one to six systems, up to 96 
channels. Data is stored on the Removable Project Environment 
(RPE), a standard Foundation 2000 feature. The RPE is a 3 1/2-inch 

removable 540 MB SCSI hard drive that stores up to 90 minutes of mono audio. The removable feature eliminates upload 
and download time in the production process. As many as six external SCSI devices can be added for additional storage 
capacity. Foundation is based on a 16/24-bit scalable architecture. It comes with 18-bit data converter resolution and is 
open to future 20-bit digital performance. Fostex also deserves credit for furthering the affordable digital multitrack revolu-
tion. Its ADAT-licensed 8-track is used for multitrack recording, sound file library storage and retrieval, and for synchronized 
playback and production. It comes in a sturdy, rackmountable casing and it sports a familiar user interface; the same as that 
of an analog multitrack recorder, minimizing the user's learning curve. For further information, contact Fostex, 15431 
Blackburn Ave., Norwalk, CA 90650. Tel: 310-921-1112. Circle EQ Free Lit. # 107. 

THE WE'RE ALL CONNECTED AWARD 
TO THE AES SC- 10 COMMITTEE AND MEDIALINK LICENSEES 
We consider it the most significant development since MIDI. The AES SC- 10 
Committee made history by paving the way to a sound system computer control pro-
tocal. Don't be surprised if this move impacts the pro audio and consumer electron-
ics industries for many years to come. Meanwhile, Lone Wolf's MediaLink received 
the nod of innumerable licensees. It is a format-independent network communica-
tions protocol that allows for the connection of electronic devices into a fault-toler-
ant network. MediaLink was designed specifically for real-time transmission of 
streaming multimedia data — such as audio and video, as well as control and moni-
toring signals. All data formats can be carried on a single cable through a single port. 
A high-speed channel for transferring control configuration and performance data 
between devices that are MediaLink-compatible is easily created. For more info, con-
tact Lone Wolf, 1509 Aviation Blvd., Redondo Beach, CA 90278. Tel: 310-379-2036. 
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THE RACK IN THE BOX AWARD 
TO PEAVEY'S MEDIAMATION 
Peavey's MediaMation is an entire sound system, 
except for power amps and transducers, on a PC 
platform. The MediaMation operating software 
provides a visual interface for the Peavey 
MediaMatrix digital signal processing card mount-
ed within the PC. Each MediaMatrix DSP card uti-
lizes five Motorola 56000 processors and the num-
ber of cards used is only limited by the number of 
available card slots in the user's PC. Individual sig-
nal processors can be called up from the Windows 

menu and placed on the user's screen as though 
the designer were drawing a block diagram of the 
audio system. Once the audio chain is determined, 
the user then "wires up" the devices using a 
mouse, thus enabling all interconnections to be 
accomplished with a simple "point and click." For 

further information, contact Peavey Electronics, 
711 A Street, Meridian, MS 39302. Tel: 601-483-
5365. Circle EQ free lit. # 109. 

THE ALL MY LIFE'S A CIRCLE AWARD 
TO RV TECHNOLOGIES' CIRCLE SOUND SYSTEM 
RSP Technologies' Circle Sound system is a cost-effective sur-
round format that dramatically enhances music productions 
while adding more realism to video sound productions. The 

Circle Sound format is designed for recording in surround and 
also allows playback of any audio format, including any existing 
surround format. Circle Sound is an analog design intended to be 
used with at least four separate full-range speakers placed 
around the listener and driven from equal power sources. The 
complete system is comprised of three components: the Circle 
Sound Encoder, the Circle Sound Decoder, and the Circle Sound 
Controller that contains a four-joystick remote. The Circle Sound 
Decoder is the key element in the system. It detects ambient 
information present in the input signal to produce multidimen-
sional effects. The advanced steering logic in these circuits use 
this detected information to place sounds at specific locations 
around the listener. For more information, contact RSP 
Technologies, 2870 Technology Drive, Rochester Hills, MI 48309. 
Tel: 313-853-3055. Circle EQ free lit. # 110. 

You've got a stereo signal. Why in the @r!? would you 
want to combine and process it in mono when you could 

process the whole thing in stereo with the exceptional 

effects processor you see right here. 

The remarkable Yamaha SPX990. Which, unlike other 

processors in its price range, offers two 

discrete inputs from beginning to end. 

Here's the other big reason why 

you're going to want this beauty. 

It sounds a lot better. 

Where other processors offer you standard 16-bit AID and 

So you'll have no trouble patching 
things up. the SPX990 takes either 
XI,R or TRS phone jack connectors. 

D/A converters, the SPX990 boasts 20-bit A/D and D/A 

conversion. And internal 28-bit processing to deliver much 

greater dynamic range than most any effects processor you 

care to name. 

And as you might expect from the company that brought 

you the legendary SPX90, the first afford-

able digital effect procsor, everything 

about the new Yamaha SFX990 has been 

designed to silence other effect processors in 

its price range. 

For starters, we've enhanced our algorithms to produce 
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THE DID YOU CATCH THAT DEMO? AWARD 
TO THE TWO-VOICED GUY AT AT&T'S BOOTH 
All right, we know that the man from Tuya is not a new product, but 
everybody at the show was talking about AT&T's demo, where this 
man and a young Tuvan boy each sang two notes at the same time. 
And while it looked a bit uncomfortable, no one could deny the 
uniqueness of the sounds being sung — a deep croaking sound com-
bined with a high-pitched whistle. The live show going on at demo 
room 3D05 made more than a few attendees wonder, "How does he 
do that?" Others were thankful that Paul Simon never ventured in for 

a demo. 

THE WHOLE SPECTRUM AWARD 
TO THE SPECTRA! SYNTHESIS AUDIOPRISMA 
Spectral Synthesis' new AudioPrisma is a digital audio workstation 
that features 96 tracks, 12-channel real-time mixing with dedicated 
multiband parametric EQ on each channel, 24-bit DSP, and MIDI, 
SMPTE, MTC, and SCSI support all on a single board for a suggested 
list price of $3995. The Prisma operates within Windows to provide the 
sophisticated mixing, patching, editing, and signal processing func-
tions required by professional environments. The Prisma will chase 
ode, it supports CMX auto-conforming, and it permits recording on 

high-capacity removable media. For more information, contact 
Spectral Synthesis at 19501 144th Ave, NE, Ste. 1000A, Woodinville, WA 
98702. Tel: 206-487-2931. Circle EQ free lit. #112. 

far more natural sounding reverbs than you probably 

thought was possible. 

But there's more to it than that. 

The SPX990 features 39 different types of Reverbs, 

Delays, Echoes, Modulations, Pitch Changes and 

Sampling— plus variations on each — for a total of 80 

all new effects. And if that's not enough, you can simul-

taneously add EQ and/or compression on top of any of 

these effects. 

The SPX990 also features 100 internal mem-

ory locations to store your own variations. 

And you can say goodbye to all the button pushing. The 

data entry wheel on the SPX990 lets you enter your data on the 

fly. Looks like we're running out of room. So here's the big finish. 

Every so often, something comes along that makes 

people in the recording industry sit up and take a 

good hard listen to the way they're doing things. 

This is one of those times. 

Stop by your nearest Yamaha dealer and check 

Store up to 100 of your favorite out the SPX990 today. For more information, 
effects programs on one of 

these cards and you can take 
them with you to every session. call 1-800-937-7171 Ext. 310. 

Your next mix will thank you for it. 
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THE BUILT TO LAST AWARD 
TO TANNOY'S MARK II PBM MONITORS 
Tannoy has added the PBM Mark II Series to its award-
winning line of nearfield monitors. Refinements in the 
PBM Mark II Series, which includes the PBM 8, PBM 
6.5, and the PBM 5, include injection-molded cone 
materials, rather than the vacuum-molded technique 
that has been the past standard. These polyolefin low-
frequency cones are also mica-impregnated for high 
resolution and enhanced endurance to avoid speaker 
fatigue. The Mark II Series also features high-grade 
minimalist crossover topology, and the speaker ele-
ments are suspended with a single roll of nitril rubber. 
These enhancements result in an additional half-
octave low-frequency extension and smoother, more 
articulate midrange and high frequencies. There are 
three models in the line ranging from $295 to $695 per 
pair. For more info, contact TGI/Tannoy, 300 Gage 
Ave., Kitchener, Ontario, Canada N2M 2C8. Tel: 519-
745-1158. Circle EQ free lit. # 113. 

THE NEW & IMPROVED AWARD 
TO THE ENSONIQ ASR- 10 0.5. VERSION 2.0 
Ensoniq's ASR- 10 Advanced Sampling Recorder adds two tracks of digi-
tal audio recording to hard disk or RAM memory. You can add up to two 
tracks of live audio performance to MIDI sequenced tracks for full pro-
duction in a single product. The new 0.S. Version 2.0 features Digital 
Audio Tracks that can be recorded to either DiskTracks (SCSI hard drive) 
or to RAMTracks (internal memory). The floppy disk-based software will 
be available free to all ASR- 10 owners and will be the standard operating 
system shipped with all ASR- 10 samplers. Audio Tracks work like addi-
tional sequencer tracks, recording incoming audio instead of MIDI data. 
They can be recorded in conjunction with individual sequences or as 
part of a complete song consisting of multiple sequences linked togeth-
er. The ASR- 10's locate mechanism allows you to instantly move to any 
section of music and resume playback of both MIDI and audio data. 
Tracks can be recorded at 44.1 kHz or 29.76 kHz sampling rates in mono 
or stereo with punch in/out recording and auditioning of all recording 
and editing. For further information, contact Ensoniq, 155 Great Valley 
Parkway, P.O. Box 3035, Malvern, PA 19355-0735. Tel: 800-553-5151. 
Circle EQ free lit. # 114. 
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available to start work immediately. Honorably iip e, 
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Bel»: 

ROGER LINDSAY, SOUND ENGINEER 

HOMETOWN: 

Liverpool, England 

CLIENTS: 

Sade, Mark Cohn, Basia, B.B. King, David Gilmour, Frank 
Sinatra, Frank Zappa, foe Jackson, et al. 

ON GETTING STARTED: 

"As a keen young roadie in Liverpool in 1967, my family 
thought I would do it until I was 21, then 'get 

dfraircut and a proper job.' Thanks to my wife's patience, 
some talented artists and a little luck, the former 

is infrequent and the latter has evolved into a long and 
enjoyable career." 

ON BETA MICROPHONES: 

"Sade's voice is unique — very subtle, very difficult to 
capture. When the Beta 58 came out a few years ago, 

it established a new industry standard. We're currently 
using the new Beta 87 Wireless. Its response 

is amazing — studio quality in live performance." 

OTHER SHURE FAVORITES: 

SM98A ("Great for drumS."),SM91A ("Outstanding 
for kick drums and piano."),VP88 Stereo ("I use it for cymbals 

and percussion racks, and it's great for house tapes."), 
Beta 57 ("Superb for snare, bongos and congas."). 

FOR MORE ABOUT BETA: 

Call 1-800-25-SHURE. 

SIOUREIRIEre 
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THE BEST OF BOTH WORLDS AWARD 
TO THE YAMAHA SPX990 SIGNAL PROCES)ei 
Yamaha has introduced one of the first signal processors built with 20- bit AID and D/A conversion. The SPX990 simultaneous 
multieffects processor can produce smooth, natural sound with extremely low noise. Electronically balanced inputs and outputs 
with XLR and TRS phone jack connectors are included, making for a wide range of compatibility, while tempo-based delay time 
programming is available. For more information, contact Yamaha, P.O. Box 6600, Buena Park, CA. 90622. Tel: 714-522-9011. 
Circle EQ free lit. # 115. 

THE ALTERED STATES AWARD 
TO E-MU SYSTEMS MORPHEUS Z-PLANE SYNTHESIZER 
E-mu's Morpheus Z-Plane synthesizer is a rack-mount synth that features 14-pole digital Z-plane filters capable of modeling vir-
tually any resonant characteristic. The Morpheus Z-Plane features 32-voice polyphony, 16-channel multitimbral operation, and 
an 8 MB sound complement that is internally expandable to 16 MB. Far more infotmation, contact: E-mu, 1600 Green Hills 
Road, Scotts Valley, CA 95067. Tel: 408-438-1921. Circle EQ free lit. # 116. 

JF SILENCE  Is  GOLDEN, THIS CO 

The DEW? Orion. From its Hi-Defr EQs to its fully modular design, from its custom-welded RFI-killing 

steel frame to its incredibly flexible floating subgroups, the handcrafted Orion is every bit a DelfR. 



THE WHAT A 
CONCEPT 
AWARD 
TO THE OTARI 
CONCEPT I 
The new Otani Concept I 
features fully programma-
ble master status switch-
ing, fader level and mute 

automation on both signal paths per module, all balanced inputs 
and outputs, Concept Image Recall system replayed against 
SMPTE/MIDI, and control of external MIDI devices. The solo system 
features AFL, PFL, and Solo- In-Place independently selectable for 
each path with Interlocked, Additive, and Temporary solo modes. 
For the whole story, contact Otani, 378 Vintage Park Drive, Foster 
City, CA 94404. Tel: 415-341-5900. Circle EQ free lit. # 117. 

THE GIVE A LITTLE BIT AWARD 
TO THE APOGEE UV22 
SUPER CD ENCODER 
Apogee has finally placed the finishing touches oil its 
UV22 super CD encoder. Apogee's UV22 does its job 
without sonic compromise and without adding a 
sound of its own. You can hear clean audio up to 30 dB 
down in the noise floor of the 16-bit CD. In addition, 
the UV22 process has 24-bit data handling capability 
and can encode information from beyond the 20-bit 
level into standard 16-bit formats. Other features 
include comprehensive input and output formats and 
a noise floor that is constant, irrespective of input sig-
nal. For more information, contact: Apogee 
Electronics, 3435 Ocean Park Blvd. #211, Santa 
Monica, CA 90405. Tel: 310-314-1700. Circle EQ free 
lit. #118. 

HONORABLE MENTIONS 
Tactile Technologies M4000 ( oinolt: The M4000 is a fully-cutomated, digitally- controlled analog mixing system that can be applied to studio applications, remote uses 
and stage mixing. Twenty-one functions ore fully automated and it s ( get this) project studio affordable. To find out mo,e, contact: Tactile Technology at 310-802-1500. Circle 
EC) free lit. # 130...Soundcra it Ile( 20)0 ..... onsole: The DC 20(0 is an in- line recording console that features fader automation, digital control, much more — for under 
S25,000. Available in both 24- and 32-input versions, the DC 2000 includes 4 band El), stereo foldback returns, and digital oyerbridge. For more information, call: 818-893-
8411. Circle EQ free lit. # 131...Lrxizon Nu verb Digital Effect; Processor: The Lexicon NuVerb showcases a plug-in card for Apple's Nufius. In addition to offering 20- bit 

audio processing with AES/EBU digital input and output capacity, there are currently 11 development partners that are making NuVerb compatible with their products. For more 
information, contact Lexicon at 617-891-6793. Circle free lit. #132 .. KRK Model 6000 Nearfield Monitoi s: KRK's Model 6000 monitors are the most affordable models 
to date, offering a high- quality construction plus 75 watts of high-mwer handling and a portable configuration. They also feature low distortion and a sensitivity rating of 89 
db. For more information, contact KRK at 714-841-1600. Circle EQ free lit. # 133.. Crown SmartAmp Amplifier: Designed to ensure maximum protections against sound 
system disasters, SmartAmp informs you about vital amplifier functions. Other features include a smooth output limiter, power supply gate, and backwards compatibility, allow - 
ing any premium Crown amp to be upgrcded to a SmartAmp. For riore info, contact Crown at 219-234-7017. Circle EQ free lit. # 134. 

\ISOLE  SHOULD COST 7486%  MORE 
Next time you audition a console, from anyone at any price, ask 
to hear a test for which we're well-known. It goes lilac this: We 
select 'mie' across the board, and assign every channel to the 
mix bus. We crank up the studio monitor amp, all the way. We 

push up all the channel and master faders, all the way. We turn 
the console's monitor level up. All the way. Next, we invite 
each customer to place his or her ear right next to one of the 
monitor's tweeters. 

Gingerly, they listen, to not much at all. 
Then, we bring the monitor pot down from what would be 

a speaker-destroying level to a merely deafening level. Before 
ears are plugged and music blasts forth, we invite one last, close 
listen, to confirm the remarkable: Even with everything 
assigned and cranked up. a D&R console remains effectively — 

and astonishingly — silent. 
Of course, a D&R is much more than the quietest analog 

board you can buy. So we equip each handcrafted D&R with 
dozens of unique, high-sonic-performance features. And we hack 
each board with our renowned factory-direct technical support. 

Flow much is all 0f this worth? Well, if silence is 
golden, then every D&R is worth its weight in gold. 

In which case, until we raise its price about 75 times, the 

Dee console pictured at left is one truly impressive 
investment opportunity. 

1)&12 EIJI -11i( )N1( 5 11.V. 
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D8eR WEST: (818) 201-5855 • D&R NASHWIE: (615) 661-4802 

D&R Soirrpre.rEs-r: (409) 7563737 • D&R USA: (400) 588.3411 

DM handcrafts consoles for reording, live ,oune4 &aim post-production and broadcast, for world-class to projea facilities. "Weight in gold" comparisons based upon HIV market prices. 
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GEORGIA ON HIS MIND: Chief engineer Mathew Still at Bobby Brown's Atlanta project studio. 

LIFE'S A PEACH 

Atlanta 
"Nor to be pigeonholed 
into any one category, 
Atlanta has encouraged 
musicians of all types to 
come here to lay down 

tracks." 

Nashville may have country and Seattle 
may have grunge, but Atlanta, GA is 
undoubtedly this season's project stu-
dio haven. Engineers, producers, and 
artists are migrating to Atlanta en 
masse, building their own places and 
producing the hippest and most prof-
itable ideas in the music industry today. 
Just a sampling of some of the artists 
that have recorded there — Arrested 
Development, Black Crowes, Kris 'Cross 
— and one can see why Atlanta, in the 
words of its effusive Mayor, "is well on 
its way to becoming the third-largest 
entertainment center in the U.S." 

Widely recognized as a weather-
friendly, down-home attraction, 
Atlanta is loved for what it is as much as 
for what it is not — namely New York or 
Los Angeles. "It's not quite the rat race 

down here yet," says Nate Smith, presi-
dent of Bobby Brown's Triple B label. 
"The vibe is better, and it's more 
relaxed." John Rogers, manager of 
Dallas Austin's D.A.R.P. Studios agrees, 
stating the town's personality as the 
main attraction for a wide array of cre-
ative entrepreneurs. "People don't 
seem to be quite as greedy here," he 
observes, "but the competition's grow-
ing, mainly in rock and roll." 

While rock and alternative music 
may indeed be penetrating Atlanta's 
entertainment base, there's no ques-
tioning the city's formidable roots in 
R&B and rap. Some of the stars and 
starmakers who have recently arrived 
to set up camp in Atlanta include 
Bobby Brown, Keith Sweat, Dallas 
Austin, and Jermaine DuPree, the pro-
ducing mastermind behind Kriss 
Kross. But, for all the influence these 
studio owners have had in recreating 
Atlanta in the image of Motown, the 
individuals most responsible for get-
ting the Atlanta scene off the ground in 
the first place are, without a doubt, 
L.A. Reid and Babyface. 

Since arriving here in 1989, the 
Reid/Babyface union has delivered a 
relentless barrage of smash hits by 
superstars such as Boys II Men, TLC, 
Toni Braxton, and Keith Sweat. By 
hinging their bets on an Atlanta-based 

production company, comprised of 
their own Studio LaCoco and LaFace 
label, the pair effectively paved the way 
for future artists who needed financing 
for their own production companies 
built on Georgian turf. In that respect, 
credit is due to another legend in his 
own right, Clive Davis, founder and 
head of Arista Records, who gave L.A. 
Reid and Babyface his seal of approval 
early on. The duo has since split, leav-
ing L.A. Reid at the helm in Atlanta. 

Not content to be pigeonholed 
into any one category, Atlanta has 
encouraged musicians of all types to 
come here to lay down tracks. For 
example, one potential R & B bastion, 
Bobby Brown's Bosstown Studios, has 
expanded into an eclectic facility with 
a variety of clients. "From the begin-
ning, it has been a priority of Bobby's 
that Bosstown be much more than a 
project studio," says studio manager 
Jon Marett. "The result has been a 
client base ranging from Arrested 
Development to Elton John to R.E.M." 

While project studios have played a 
large role in shaping Atlanta's newest 
image as an entertainment power-
house, the city does have its share of 
commercial activity as well. Facilities 

such as Audio Production Center, 
Southern Tracks, Crawford Post, and 
2560 Studio, for instance, have also seen 
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their business grow as the excitement 
surrounding Atlanta builds. "One of the 
reasons this town is growing is because 
it's very cost-effective," enthuses Sal 
Nappo, owner of Audio Production 
Center, "and now that the Olympics are 
coming here in '96, everybody antici-
pates gangbusters business." 

These days everyone's talking 
about the latest production hot shot to 
hit town — Brendan O'Brien, an A-list 
producer/engineer who made his 
name working for rafter-shakers like 
Pearl Jam, Red Hot Chili Peppers, and 
Stone Temple Pilots has hooked up 
with Atlanta's Southern Tracks opera-
tion. Many speculate that O'Brien's 
arrival in town will add another ele-
ment to the ever-expanding Atlanta 
empire, one which speaks for the 
enormous rock/grunge constituency. 
"While Nashville's been getting a lot of 
session musicians, we've been seeing 
a lot of self-contained rock bands 
coming our way," says Mike Clark, 
owner of Southern Tracks. 

Strong possibility. With hip-hop on 
one front and hard-rock on the other, 
Atlanta is now poised to become that 
which every rock and roll city craves to be 
— Hollywood (and dare we now add 
Nashville?) without the hype; New York 
without the noise. But underneath all the 
project studio heads' calls for "friendly 
competition" and "communal creativity" 
exists the inevitable specter of big busi-
ness. And as the industry begins to tight-
en its focus on the town, a new question 
arises: How will Atlanta sing under the 
stress of being called the latest American 
jukebox hero? —Jonathan Varman 

SMOOTH SAILING 

Danny 
Kortchmar 

"Basically I'm in favor of 
recording in other places, 

but the reality of that 
doesn't always come 

through." 
The working title for Billy Joel's latest 
release, now called River of Dreams, 
was The Shelter Island Sessions. The 
name came from a project studio Joel 
had built at the Island Boatyard, locat-
ed (as one might guess) at Shelter 
Island, New York. 

The problem with naming it after 
his boatyard studio was that by the 
time all was said and done, only one 
of the songs from the studio made it 
onto the album ("The River of 
Dreams"). The rest of the songs were 
recorded at the Hit Factory in New 
York City. 

Why the change of heart? The 
main reason was that this was Joel's 
first collaboration with producer 
Danny Kortchmar. " Billy had recorded 
six or seven tracks out on Shelter 
Island," explains Kortchmar, "and he 
gave me a tape of what he had done 
and I had a lot to say about it. I 
explained to him that these opinions 
were very subjective, but he wanted to 
try working with me, which means 
doing it my way." 

DREAM TEAM: Danny Kortchmar ( right) and Niko Bolas 

COMPLETE CASSETTES 
IN JUST 7 DAYS! 

300 Cassettes $660 
with two-color inserts 

Package is complete and 
includes design, film, and 
black & white insert printing. 
No hidden costs! 

Call today for our new 
1993-94 full color catalog: 

1-800-468-9353 

DISC MAKERS 
1328 North Fourth Street, Philadelphia, PA 19122 

Outside USA (215)232-4140 • FAX (215) 236-7763 
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Kortchmar's way meant moving 
Joel from the project studio and bring-
ing in engineer Niko Bolas and the 
musicians he wanted, as Joel was 
recording on the island with his touring 
band. " Basically I'm in favor of record-
ing in other places," Kortchmar contin-
ues, "but the reality of that doesn't 
always come through. He was in a boat-
yard — communication was hard. The 
room was not that great of a room. I felt 
he needed to be in a recording studio." 

Apparently Kortchmar's decision 

was a good one — the album has been 
hovering around the top of Billboard's 
charts since its release. Of course, 
location alone does not make a hit 
record, and Kortchmar's got a few 
more tricks up his sleeve: 

"Niko and I both believe in tubes 
and we like to work with older gear," 
he says. "We record from the mics in 
the studio right into Niko's mic pres 
and into one of my favorite pieces of 
digital gear — a Sony 48-track digital 
recorder. 
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"It's hard to say which is better — 
analog or digital," says Kortchmar. " It's 
the source that's got to sound great. 
It's got to be a great guitar into a great 
amp in a great room. By the time it gets 
to digital, it's already done. 

"I prefer digital because of its 
speed. I like the sound of analog, but 
the recording process takes too damn 
long. In analog, if you want 48 tracks, 
you have to bounce and mix and most 
of the time you're listening to a lousy 

slave. You only hear the record once in 
the beginning and once in the end. I 
like hearing what I put on tape the way 
that it's going to be. Generally, we mix 
to 15 ips 1/4-inch and that brings back 
a lot of warmth." 

Niko and Kortchmar use very few 
effects, notably an old EMT that Niko 
owns. Kortchmar adds, "Niko and I 
like the idea of a really good song 
played by a rocking band that means 
it. That's an effect in and of itself." 

In addition to his producing duties, 
Kortchmar also played guitar on nearly 
every track on River of Dreams. He's 
currently finishing an album by Andrew 
Strong (of Commitments fame) and is 
currently producing Curtis Stigers' first 
album. — Tony Savona 

SAVING A SYNCING SHIP 

Mike Thorne 
"The thing that drove all 

of us who were interested 
in reviving the company 
was so that we could 

continue to have the use 
of this technology." 

Mike Thorne loves Synclaviers. So 
much so that he bought (saved?) the 
company. He is part of a group that is 
engaged in the revival of the Synclavier 
Company — something that is making 
a lot of Synclavier owners breath a loud 
sigh of relief. 

As Thorne explains, "The company 
[New England Digital] owed the bank a 
lot of money and they called in its ban 
and claimed the assets. Actually there 
were a number of people interested in 
buying the assets, all the spares and a 
number of systems. 

"What happened was myself, 
Bruce Nazarian (a Synclavier owner 
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The new STUDIOMASTER STAR-SYSTEM is truly an . 
• innovation in design and technology. It was s'pecificalty 

• designed and created to r5rovide extra• .-
ordinary" audio specifications and a 
tremendoüs number cf•inpL4s ( 38) 
within an extremely small footprint. 

Inclusive. of the .38 inputs are 8 

powerful miaine. inputs, 8 tape/line 

inputs with direct tape outputs and 
10 stereo line inputs. 

The à main channels are ' normalled' 

and routable through the UR bus via UR-

direct channel switching for sub-grouping 

.of channels and /or for routing through 
the dual full parametric EQ's available at 

the UR bus. 

Ten additional stereo inputs, 4 with 
E, allow for a variety of line inputs, 

effects returns etc . . . to be connected. 

Both RCA and 1/4 inch ( pro; inputs have been 

provided on the 4 equalised stereo inputs, (2 with 

RIAA) and are switchable from the f-ont panel allowing 

you to easily select between line sources at the 1/4 pro 
inputs and Hi Fi sources such as CD's, tape, turntables, 

etc . . . at the RCA inputs. 

Additional features and specifications include inserts, . 
channel mutes, input swap switching, dual 2 track tape 

facility, overall bus mutes for tape and stereo line 

inputs, PR/ solo in place, a loucness button for 

the head-phone bus and more Dual halfirack 

ports add to the overall flexibility of the STAR 
SYSTEM allowing for the insertion of exclusive 

STAR SYSTEM audio processors including a stereo 

compressor, stereo ga:e, parametric EQ,diteal 

reverb and digital delay. 

0 . 
0.,Cok 

00. 
00 

Sfehemaeorl 

««« 

Call or write for a FREE detailed STAR brochure. 

STAR 
SYSTEM 

-'• 

e 

. The STAR SYSTEMS' comprehensive facilities and 

incredible audio specifications are typically found 

on consoles costing considerably more and make it 

an ideal choice for digital multi-track recording, 

keypoards, sound reinforcement and broadcast. 

CCrnpare for yourself! 

ill Superb audio specifications include: 

Dynamic range: 

Signal to noise ratio: 

T.H.D: 

E.I.N. ( mic input) 

Frequency response: 

108dB 

92dB 

0.0025% 

129dB 

20Hz to 20kHz 

(- 0/- 0.5dB ) 

Meeenaefer/ 
Studiomaster Group 
(haul End Lene Luton LU4 8E2 
Bedfordshire, England 
Fax ( 0582) 494343 
Phone ( 0582) 570370 

Studiomaster, Inc. 
3941 Miraloma 
Anaheim, CA 92.307 
Fax ( 714) 524-5096 
Phone ( 714) 524-2227 

The STUDIOMASTER STAR SYSTEM is currently available at an authorised STUDIOMASTER pro audio dealer near you! 
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MICRO 

Ocean Way Recording 

owner Allen Sides 

presents one of his 

favorite recording tools 
MICROPHONE NAME: AKG C12 
TYPE OF MIC: ( ndenser 
FROM THE COLLECTION OF: Allen Sides, Ocean 
Way Recording 
SERIAL NUMBER: 1188 
CURRENT VALUE: Around $7000 
POLAR PATTERN: Cardioid with remote-
controlled directional characteristics 
during program pick-up 
FREQUENCY RANGE: 20 - 15,000 c.p.s. 
FREQUENCY RESPONSE: 50 - 10,000 c.p.s. 
• (1fl. 30 - 15,000 c.p.s. ± 3 dB 
SENSITIVITY: 1 mV/microbar (for 250 ohms) 
OUTPUT IMPEDANCES: 40, 250, and 500 ohms 
HISTORICAL NOTES: This particular mic was 
used by Lionel Ritchie on three of his 
albums. Mr. Sides has personally used the 
mie on Frank Sinatra, Ray Charles, James 
Ingram, Denise Williams, and Johnny 
Mathis. It was also one of six or so of Ocean 
Way's C12's used on "We Are the World." 
SONIC QUALITIES: Allen Sides states: The 
C12 is sort of the standard overhead 
drum mie of choice at Ocean Way, and 
it's fair to say that 80 percent of all 
recordings done at our studios use them. 
They are unparalleled for background 
vocals and make excellent lead vocal 
mies provided sibilance is not a prob-
lem, as they are very bright. 
USER TIPS: Sides continues: Conventional 

measurement techniques do not always 
tell us the realities of one mie sounding 
better than another. A new mie that shows 
lower distortion, lower noise, and greater 
SPL capacity may still sound considerably 
less impressive than its tube counterpart. 
The things that we as engineers and musi-
cians look for — size, richness, and what 
we might call a musical sound — are diffi-
cult to define in purely technical terms. 
FUN FACT: At the AES Convention, AKG 
released the Vintage TL mie, which com-
bines the sonic characteristics of C12 cap-
sule with contemporary electronics. IS 
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Way 1 Way 2 
World Class Studio Sampling, 
Drum and Rhythm Sessions 

ALFSIS SR-16 DRUM MACHINE 
16 Bit Stereo, with Dynamic Articulation, 
233 Sounds, Stereo Samples and Preset Patterns 

Professional studio time $150/hr '40,000 Included 
A great engineer and producer $20,000 Incl. 
Rental of hundreds of superb drums 
and percussion instruments $15,000 Incl. 
Rental of exotic audiophile mics $5,000 Incl. 
Rental of professional studio reverbs, 
use of live ambience and chambers $10,000 Incl. 
16 Bit Stereo storage and playback hardware 
and sound manipulation software $15,000 Incl. 
MIDI rhythm programming hardware /software $ 500 Incl. 
A great drummer to play rhythms and fills 
with dynamics and feeling $10,000 Incl. 
Inspiration, creativity and years of 
sampling and studio experience Priceless Incl. 
Unlimited stacking of sounds Very difficult Incl. 
Easy and unlimited writing of your 
own rhythms and songs N/A 
Write songs on the fly with a footswitch N/A 
Up to 120 sounds available through MIDI N/A 

TOTALS $100,000 plus 

Choose one. 
See your Alesis dealer 
after you've made your choice. 

*Slightly higher in Canada 

Alesis Corporation 3630 Holorege Avenue Los Angeles CA 90016 

Incl. 
Incl. 
Incl. 
$399 Suggested Retail* 
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ROOM WITH A VU 

Man On The Flying Tro 
STUDIO NAME: San Tropea Productions 
LOCATION: Cliffside Park, NJ 
KEY PEOPLE: John Tropea, owner 
PROJECTS RECORDED: Tropea has four 
albums: Iropea„Short Trip To Space, 

To Touch You Again, and N.Y.C. Direct. 
He is currently working with bassist 
Will Lee on an album entitled Tropea 
Live At Mikell's. He is also producing 
two albums, one for Charlie Brown 
and one for the New York blues group 
9 Below Zero. 
CREDITS: Tropea has played on Eric 
Clapton's Journeyman; Paul Simon's 
Still Crazy and Best of Simon; and many 
other projects including composing, 
arranging, and producing jingles for 
Sunday Productions. 
CONSOLE: Amek Matchless 28x24 
RECORDERS: MCI JH 24 24-track; 24 
tracks of Tascam DA-88; Otan i MX 
5050 2-track and MX 5050 4- track; 
Sony DAT 55ES; Tascam cassette 122 
MK 2; Fostex 2-track center channel 
MICROPHONES: AKG C414 [2]; Audio-
lean ica 4051 [2]; Neumann 87 121 
MONITORS: Yamaha NSIO; B&W Studio 
Monitors; IBL 3340S; Visonik David's 
6000 (powered by Dynaco amp/stereo 
400) 
SYNTHS & SEQUENCERS: Akai MPC 

sequencer and drum machine and S900; 
Korg M3R, MI, and 01W; Proteus 1 [2] 
and Proteus 2; Roland IV 880, D550, TX7, 
TX 817, and GR1 guitar synth 

COMPUTERS & SOFTWARE: Apple 

Macintosh Classic; MOTU Performer 
OUTBOARD GEAR: Yamaha REV 5, REV 7, 
and SPX 90; Roland SRV; Alesis 
MicroVerb; dbx 165A and 166; Korg A3; 
LXP 1; Zoom 9030 

EQUIPMENT NOTES: Tropea states: I think 
my Amek is an outstanding board. 
Though it is an older board, it has a 
great warm sound and is easy to get 
around. I like the Tascam DA-88's 
because their format is simple and 
easy to use. As for my synths, I'd say 
my favorites are the JV 880, the 
Proteus 1 and 2, and the 01W. They're 
flexible and sound great together. 
STUDIO NOTES: Tropea continues: My 

studio is flexible. I can take all types of 
preproduction on different formats, Q, 
bump it up to 24- track, and transfer î 
synth tracks with SMPTE timecode. 
From there it can stay or go anywhere f, 
else to be finished. 
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Guitarist producer/ 

composer/recording artist 

John Tropea gets on the right 

track (24 of 'em) with 

Tascam's DA-88 





PROFESSIONAL 
QUALITY 

AT THE RIGHT PRICE  

M(ee et 

101 

Medium to Heavy Duty 
Keyboard Cases 

• Prices starting at $ 126 

7/-

Hardshell Cases 

Available for: 

guitars racks 
keyboards 

Heavy Duty ATA 

• Custom and stock sizes 
. Quick turn around 

Heavy Duty AMP 
and Effect Racks 
.Prices starting at $ 129 

DISCOUNT 
DISTRIBUTORS 

FOR INFORMATION CALL 800-346-4638 
AND FREE BROCHURE (In N.Y.) 516-563-8326 

The Case Specialists 
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5 DAY TURNAROUND!! 

500 CASSETTES 
INCLUDES: 
- FREE MASTER PREP 

- ON-SHELL PRINTING 

- BK & WH J.-CARD COVERS 

- PACKAGING & SHRINKWRAP 
- UP TO 48:00 PROGRAM 

Nigh Speed Special A rice 

$580.00 
Ask about our COMBINATION SPECIALS 
EX: 500 full color tapes and CDS....only $2,755  

KLARITY KASSETTE, INC. 
MAin Sr, WA-run/ilk, ME 04901 

tech: 207-873-3911 
fax: 207-873-3924 

800-438-6403 
CIRCLE 34 ON FREE INFO CARD 
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TECHNIQUES LISTENING 

a correct stereo balance. Concentrate 
on the placement of lead vocals, kick 
drum, and bass lines from several 
sources. Most of the time these ele-
ments are in the center of a mix. If 
they are consistently not in the cen-
ter, correct any problems with out-
puts, pans, and/or balances, then 
move on. 

UP & DOWN 
While listening to a stereo mix that 
you are very familiar with, lower your 
head to just above the faders. Slowly 
raise your head until you are sitting 
erect. Hear any changes in phase, fre-
quency response, or stereo image as 
you raise your head? Small amounts 
of change may be acceptable, but if 
you hear lots of changes you have got 
a problem. The shift could be caused 
by anomalies in the driver surfaces of 
your monitors, acoustical coupling 
between your monitors and whatever 
they are mounted on, or by the 
reflection of audio from nearby 
surfaces. 

If the monitors are pointed down 
at the sweet spot, some of the sound 
is probably reflecting off of the con-
sole surface before it reaches your 
ears. That forest of knobs acts just like 
a giant unpredictable comb filter. 
There is no way to compensate for the 
sort of phase cancellation and addi-
tion caused by console reflectance. 
Your only hope is to mount your 
monitors so that they are aimed more 
directly at your ears, making sure that 
there are no other reflective surfaces, 
like walls or equipment racks, that 
will indirectly bounce sound into the 
sweet spot. 

Like the engineer who spends the 
extra time to finc he riçht place for 
the microphone, you shpuld spend 

the time to position the right 
monitors in tFe right place in your 
studio so that tie sourd can bc 

properly reiroduced. 

SIDE TO SIDE 
Now move from side to side through 
the sweet spot. Try this in mono first to 
determine how large your mono sweet 
spot is. Listen again for any changes in 
phase and frequency response. Now 
switch back to stereo and make the 
same side-to-side check. Listen for dif-
ferences in EQ, phase shift, and stereo 
image. You may find it helpful to make 
a few grease pencil marks on the con-
sole to indicate the the side boundaries 
of your sweet spot. 

BACK TO FRONT 
Finally, move your head from back to 
front, starting at a point about a foot 
behind to a foot past the spot where 
you normally sit while mixing. Again 
check for any changes in equaliza-
tion, phase, or stereo image. EQ 
shifts, especially in the low frequen-
cies, may be the result of angled ceil-
ings, floor risers, or angled walls that 
change the cross-sectional area of 
the control room. Changes in phase 
or to the stereo image may be the 
result of reflections from nearby sur-
faces into the sweet spot. If you can't 
move the problem, try to treat it as 
best as you can. 

It's also a good idea to check for any 
differences between the sound in the 
sweet spot and in the position you nor-
mally find yourself in when making EQ 
adjustments. If you're standing up, bent 
over the left end of the board working on 
kick and snare EQ, you could be making 
those adjustments without benefit of 
being in the sweet spot. 

ROOM EXCITATION 
Checking for room resonance is more 
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Keyboard Magazine's 1993 reader's poll named T Lavitz, of Dixie 

Dregs fame, jazz Keyboardist of the Year. Here is what "T" has to 

say about Generalmusic's S Series MusicProcessor... 

e"The MusicProcessor is the single most powerful piece of keyboard 
technology I own. As a composer's tool it inspires me. In performance, 
it because you can get around easily on it... and it delivers!" 

The MusicProcessor is a totally unique concept, combining the six 

most essential features of a keyboard-based music studio: 

• Programmable, digital synth - wii.h graphic editing 
• 16-bit sample editor and player 
• 32-channel MIDI controlier keybca-d 
• Sound editor and librarian 
• Easy-to-use 250,000 even: sequen:Er 

• Dual digital signai processor 

Discover for yourself the MusicProcessor's infinite palate of 

musical and sonic possibilities. Pay a visit to your nearest 

Generalmusk dealer, today. 
CIRC:LE 42 ON FREE INFO CARD 
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Details 
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is attention to details that sets the 
new Furman Q-Series Graphic 
Equalizers apart from the competi-

tion. Details like constant-Q equalization for 
minimum interaction between adjacent 
bands and maximum graphic accuracy. 
State-of-the-art low noise op amps. "Straight 
wire" bypass function. Four segment meters 
that make it easy to find optimum signal 
levels. Beefy power supplies that assure 
long-term reliability. All six of our new EQ's 
feature silky-smooth sliders, and our long-
throw sliders are 15 mm longer than those 
on most other premium graphics. And 
there's a dramatic new look, with pale gray 
front panels and tasteful deep blue and 
black legends. 
Contact Furman for the full graphic details. 

Furman Sound, Inc. 
30 Rich Street 

Greenbrae. California 949(ii 
Phone ( 415) 927-1225 
Fax (.4 I 5> 927-4548 

TECHNIQUES LISTENING 

difficult because there are more vari-
ables at play. Resonance is a complex 
function of frequency and level. 

Let's say you suspect your control 
room is resonant at 500 Hz. In order to 
deal with the problem you really need 
to know how loud the monitors have 
to be before the room becomes reso-
nant. There might not be enough 
energy at lower listening levels to 
excite the room to resonance. As you 
crank up the monitors you may reach 
a resonance peak that will remain 
constant, increase or peak, and then 
decrease. Listening to your mixes at 
low, average, and slightly higher levels 
on at least two sets of monitors will 
give you a more complete perspective. 
You also have to account for the non-
linearities of the human ear. As the 
volume of sound decreases, our sensi-
tivity to frequencies above and below 
3 kHz decreases. I also use the "walk-
around-the-room" and the " step-out-
in- the- hall- with- the- door- open" 
methods of monitoring to simulate 
less than optimum monitoring condi-
tions. 

IN THE END 
The result of all of this fidgeting is 
that, by removing or reducing the 
number of variables in your monitor-
ing environment, you have paved the 
way for more precise mixes. This 
means you spend less time mixing and 
agonizing over why something does-
n't sound quite right. It's also an indi-
cation that, if you continue to get 
queasy feelings in your gut while mix-
ing, you should change pizza delivery 
services. US 

Ty Ford is a 20-year veteran of 
the radio and audio industries. 
He currently runs his own pro-
duction company, is a regular 
contributor for several trade 
magazines, and gives seminars 
and guest lectures at conven-
tions and universities. His stu-
dio also serves as a beta test site 
for audio equipment manufac-
turers and related research. His 
new book Advanced Audio 
Production Techniques, from 
Focal Press, is full of the kind of 
useful information found in this 
article. To get your copy, call 1-
800 366-2665 and have your 
Visa or Mastercard handy. 
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The incredible BIG system includes AMEK SUPERTRUE automation, AMEK 

VOICE RECALL and, optionally, AMEK VIRTUAL DYNAMICS'". 

If you're writing soundtrack, making a record, or in post production, BIG 

keeps your options open. No matter how many times the context of the job 

changes you can: 

• Remember every knob and switch setting in your mix and 

RECALL it later on. 

• Automate the fader moves and mutes against timecode. 

• Create and edit multiple Cue lists to follow alternative edit decisions. 

• Fire off MIDI instructions from the console. 

• Use the superb audio paths to deliver master-quality audio. 

There is no other system like this in the world for the money. Until BIG, 

consoles with these facilities cost a fortune. 

Now, for a modest price, we can help you make a fortune. 

CIRCLE 08 ON FREE INFO CARD 

Head Office, Factory & Sales: 
AMEK Systems & Controls Ltd., 
New Islington Mill, Regent 

Trading Estate, Oldfield Road, 
Salford, M5 4SX, England. 
Telephone : 061-834-6747. 

Telex: 668127. 
Fax: 061-834-0593. 

AMEK US Operations: 
10815 Burbank Blvd., North 
Hollywood, CA.91601, USA. 
Telephone: 818/508 9788. 

Fax: 818/508 8619. 
AMEK Deutschland GmbH: 

Vorstadt 8, 6530 Bingen, 
Germany 

Telephone: 06721 2636. 
Fax: 06721 13537 



Producers Daniel Lanois and 

Flood tell the tales of 

recording one of the most 

popular and diverse bands in 
the history of rock and roll 
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AES-
BRAND MODEL TYPE DESCRIPTION PRICE TEL UT # 

CARVER 

(ELESTION 

PST- 24 Auto reverse dubbing deck Dual auto- reverse mechanisms; high-speed dubbing; Dolby 8/C NR; REC mute 5560 

Studio 1 Compact monitor 3..2; 1" titanium tweeter; felted fiber drivers; improved crossover; 50 watts 

Studio 3 Series 2 Pro monitor 5" driver; 75 watts; 62111-20kHz frequency response; 1" titanium tweeter 

CREATION TECH. RADAR Tapeless multitrack 8 expandable tracks; 32- char LCD; 16-bit, 64x oversampling A/D cony.; MIDI 

CRESCENT Mod Factory Eventide H3000 upgrade "Modular" digital effects processing for the 93000; includes adjustable 
delays, dockers, envelopes, pitch shifters 

CREST AUDIO 9001 Power amplifier 3000W/ch. into 2 ohms; 20 Hz-20 kHz freq. response; takes up 3 rack spaces $4200 201-909-8700 173 

7301 Power amplifier NexSys compatible; 940W low at 4 ohms, 240w high 52190 

LM St. Monitor Console 40 x 8, 32 x 8 8 24 x 4 versions; ideal for in- ear monitoring; $20,460 
8 stereo mixes; 4 mono mixes 132x8 stereo) 

Gamble UltraMod Retrofit for Gamble EX-56 Up to 68 inputs; up to 12 line input faders act as effect returns; 5500/ch. 
each module accepts an unbalanced signal 

CROWN MacroReference Power amp Performs within digital tolerances; 760W per ch. into 8 ohms; greater than $3850 219-294-8000 174 
120 dB S/N ratio 

PB-1 8 PB-2 Touring power amp 205W 8 320W per ch. into 8 ohms, respectively; ODEP circuits; $869, PB-1; 
parallel mono 8 bridged mono operation $1099, PB-2 

CSIRO AUSTRALIA A4D2 Development system Operates standard AT platform; 84 processor provides dual 2048 FIR filter $995 612-372-4331 175 
8 multipurpose time domain processor 

CUBICON Enclosure material Multi- ply mold of fiberboard made from recycled paper; 3/8"-1" thicknesses NA 314-567-0667 176 

CUTTING EDGE Yellowtec Vip 1 Voice processor Limiter, compressor, expander, de-esser; 3-band parametric EQ; jog wheel; LCD $ 1800 216-241-3343 177 

DAN DUGAN Model D Auto mixing controller 8-ch. rackmount unit patches into console; balanced ins; reduces feedback; $5450 415-821-9776 178 
eliminates cueing errors; up to 96 mies 

D8R USA Vision Series Console Extended bandwidth 110 Hz- 100 kHz); user defined configurations; $4000 and up 409-588-3411 179 
4-band fully sweepable EC) and mie preamps; 12 to 100 in configurations 

DB TECHNOLOGIES Model 3000 Sample- rate data converter Format 8 sample rate conversion; acoustic bit correction; 52995 206-842-8972 - 180- - 
reference meter bridge; headphone monitoring  

DBX 1024 Buffer amplifier Matches XLR ins directly to the XLR outs, bypassing low level ins; $239 510-351-3500 181 
extra set of - 110 dBV buffered outs 

7608 Microphone preamp 2 ch., transformerless design; 60 dB of sonic transparent au dio;  5349 
polarity reverse 8 phantom power switches; clip LED 

274 Quad expander gate 4 (h. of user- selectable expansion or ga ting in any com bina tion;  $449 
patented VCA 8 RMS detection circuitry  

296 Spectral enhancer 2 (h.; cleans up 8 details instruments, vocals 8 mixed program material; $ 349 
HF Detail circuitry; DynActive circuitry 

266 Compressor/gate AutoDynamic attack 8 release; new gate timing algorithms; separate $299 
precision LED displays; stereo or dual mono 

DDA microFILE VCA fader automation 8-ch, motherboards that link to under- console-mounted NA 616-695-4750 182 
proprietary computer via ribbon cables 

DELTRON DGS 700 Series Multipole connectors Chuck 8 screw- collar cable grips; squeeze- clip; plastic color coding NA 800-292-2834 183 

DEMETER VTCL-2 Compressor/limiter All- tube design; stereo; variable attack 8 decay; high quality VU meters; —$-i995 818-986-7103 184 
40 dB of compression 8 limiting 

DE NON DN-2700 F Double CD player 16- bit stereo digital sampling nearly 6 seconds in length; 52300 201-575-7810 185 
seamless loop function; multi- range pitch control; jog wheel  

DN-770R Bi-directional twin out deck Play 2 cassettes at the same time; pitch cont, defeated during rec.; auto standby $650 

DIC DIGITAL CD-R Recordable CD 18-, 63-, 8 74-min times; Orange Book standard in jewel box with 4pg insert $25-$40 800-1)--AT--1-DIC 186 

AR-4000 DAT drive cleaner Dry, non-abrasive tope in DAT-type enclosure NA 

HO Series High quality professional DAT MicroFinity metal particle DAT tape; "jam free" shell design; NA 
"demo" length 110- min) 

DIGIDESIGN MasterList CD CD mastering program For Mac-based hard disk recording 8 editing systems; 5995 415-688-0600 187 
create masters on CD recorders, DAT recorders, or 8mm SCSI tape  

Session 8 Mac version 8-(h, direct- to-disk digital recording; sequencer- style digital audio editing $3995 
8 computer controlled input patching 

Miles Advanced pro control surface Motorized faders; touchscreen; " soft" rotary knobs; transport control; under $7000 
autolocate controls; controls Pro Tools sessions 

ADAT Interface ADAT interface Allows ADAT users to edit their multichannel tape-based sessions; offers 5995 
Digidesign customers archiving option 

DIGITAL AUDIO EdDitor Plus" Sound Editor Displays the soundfile being played while the new track is being recorded; 5349 612-473-7626 188 
displays both stereo tracks on the screen 

DIGITAL DESIGNS DD181 Monitor 8" unit; shielded; bi-wired; tweeter/woofer controls; 38Hz-26kHz freq. $ 1099/1169 405-946-4500 189 

V5P Control center Utilizes a crystal oscillator device to reclock digital audio signals;$ 1495 
reclocks any incoming frequency to 44.1 kHz  

$210 

$300 

58500+ 604-980-6850 171 

NA 201-746-9411 172 

206-775-1202 169 

508-429-6706 170 
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THE PHANTOM 

A.R.T. SHATTERS 
THE PRICE OF 
PROFESSIONAL 

MIXING 
TECHNOLOGY!!! 
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Every once in a while a 3 to market 
that offers a brilliancy in design that seems 
beyond human engineering Tte Phantom Series 
consoles offer the perfo -mance and features of 
mixing boards costing thousands of dollars more. 
They are rugged enougi to take the pounding of 
steady live use. They are also so transparent 
and utterly free of noise that they are the first 
choice for precision mul-itrack recording! From a 
four track home studio to 32 channel digital, the — 
Phantom consoles offer a lee i of performance that is inspiring. A.R.T has taken the fidelity of work) class recording 
mixers and mace the technology available in a professional corsole that is as s lent as its rame implies. 
Production unit will vary slightly from photo. 
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• 16/24/32 CHANNEL VERSIONS 
• JLTRA LOW NOISE UNE AND X'_R 
BALANCED MIC INPUTS 

• 8 AUXES 
• 8 DIRECT OUTPUTS 
• 16 PATCH POINTS 

• 4 SUBGROUPS 
• OVER 20 MIX OUTPUTS 
• COMPREHENSIVE 4-BAND EQUALIZATION 

• PHANTOM POWER 
• MAIN-SUB SELECTCR SWITCHES 
• 8 CHANNEL DEDICATED TAPE RETURN SECTION 
• BOTH PRE AND POST-FADE MONITOR AND AUX 
SENDS 

• CLIPPING INDICATOR LIGHTS EACH CHANNEL 
• FULL CHANNEL SOLOING 
• FULL CHANNEL MUTING 
• LONG TRAVEL SHIELDED FADERS 
• SWITCHABLE OUTPUT METERING 
• SWITCHABLE MONITOR METERING 
• ISOLATED 2 TRACK MON TOR TAPE RETURN 
• SEPARATE STEREC COINTROL ROOM OUTPUT 
• ASSIGNABLE TALKBACIK-MAIN, MONITOR, AUX. 
• INDEPENDANT SOLO LEVEL 
• SEPARATE HIGH POWERED HEADPHONE OUTPUT 
• RUGGED ALL STEEL HEAVY DUTY CHASSIS 

egg 
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SLEEK,WOOD END PANELS CPTIONAL) 
LINEAR CAPACITIVE ULTRA LOW NOISE CIRCUITRY 
HIGH-HEADROOM INPUT PROCESSING 
ADVANCED INPUT/OUTPUT COMPARATIVE DESIGN 
PROVIDES EXTREMELY WIDE DvNAMIC RANGE 
SEALED BODY LOW NOISE POTS 
100% R.F. SHIELDING VIA METAL ENCLOSURE 
HEAVY DUTY HARDCONTACT SWITCHES 
THROUGHOUT 
COMPUTER CONTROLLED PRECISION SOLDERING 
PRECISION AUTOMATED ASSEMBLY INSURES 

CONSISTENCY 
MIL-SPEC GLASS EPDXY CIRCUIT BOARDS 
HIGH FIDELITY EQUALIZATION CIRCUITS 
NEW DESIGN AND ASSEMBLY TECHNIQUES PROVIDE 
THE TRANSPARENCY OF CONSCLES COSTING 

THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS MOPE. 
AUTOMATED ASSEMBLY AND COMPUTERIZED 
TESTING MAKE THE 
PRICE UNBELIEVABLY 
LOW. 

IV I A Al 
T1-1L SOL' ND OF PERFECTION 

APPLIED RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY 215 TREMONT ST ROCHESTER N.Y. 14E08 • 716-436-2720 • FAX 716-436-3942 
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NERES THE HOLIDAY DEAL or THE SEASON. GIVE IT TO YOUR FAVORITE 
RECORDING MUSICIAN OR ENGINEER. Man& out IT FOR YOURSELF. 
Ifs A HOLIDAY TREAT THAT DELIVERS TEN COPIES FOR THE PRICE 

OF srx. GIVE THE GIFT or GREAT RECORDING SOUND. 
Here's the holiday deal: We're increasing our publication frequency from six to10 times in 1994. That's 10 issues of your favorite magazine a year. 
More hot tips and techniques. More reviews and expert advice. More of that good stuff that has made us your most important read. 

In 1994, subscribers will have to pay more for their 10-time subscription — truth more. But with this holiday offer ( and the attached subscription 
card) you can receive 10 issues of EQ for the price of the current six time, one-year subscription. That's four copies of EC) absolutely free. That'; a 50 
percent discount if you want the hard, cold facts. That's under S2.00 per copy. That's half what it costs on the newsstand. That's the deal of the year. 
That's the holiday deal of the season. But only if you act now. 

Clip and send to: KJ, PO Box 0532, Baldwin, NY 11510-0532 Name   

Yes, I'll take you up on ycur, special " Free FO" offer. That's ten issues 
for the current one-year subscription price of S19.97. Address   

Yes, extend my subscription one year at the special offer price. 
‘.   

Payment method: Ci y 

Bill Me Check/Money Order Visa MC Amex State/Prov Zip/PC   

Card#   Prices good in the US only. Canada add S10 and all other international subscriptions add IISS30 per 
yecr for air mail delivery. All non-US orders payable in US dollars by Visa, MC or Amex or interna-

Expiration Date   Signature   tiooal money order only. Allow 4-6 weeks for delivery of first issue. 





TRAVELING LIGHT 
IIIIN CONTRAST TO past 
I lektric Band tours, the basis 
of Chick's current touring 
setup is simplicity, and a 
return to "the way things 
used to was." Before the 
tour, we (see "Cast of 
Characters") sat down with 
Chick and went through 
each song deciding which 
synths were absolutely need-

ed. We would even repro-
gram sounds from one synth 
module to another if it 
meant not having to take the 
original (synth). Please keep 
in mind that Chick's live 
setup interfaces seamlessly 
with his home studio (Studio 
5's, ADAT, etc.), allowing for 
very little downtime 
between the two settings. 

CHICK COREA IS WORKING WITH LESS 
THAN HIS TYPICAL RACK ON HIS PAINT THE 
WORLD TOUR, BUT STILL GETS ALL THE 
BENEFITS OF A BIG RIG 
BY DAVID FRANGIONI AND BOB RICE 

1 he touring system 
consists of a grand piano 
miked with two AKG 414's 
and a Barcus-Berry Planner 
Wave System. The piano has 
been modified by Brian 
Alexander of Key One to 
allow Chick to play while 
standing up. The piano is 
lifted onto large black 
pylons. A pedal lyre exten-
sion has been fitted to the 
pylons to enable Chick to 
stand normally in front of 
the piano and play. 

Down stage of the 
piano, directly next to it, is a 

modified Fender Rhodes 
piano with the Gilbransen 
Crystal MIDI System. The 
Rhodes audio is processed 
through a Tube Works Blue 
Tube instrument preamp. 
This allows Chick to recreate 
the crunchy overdriven 
sound he used to get from all 
those horrible rental Twin 
Reverbs he had to play dur-
ing the ' 70s. On top of the 
Rhodes is a Yamaha SY99. 
Resting (not so) comfortably 
on top of the SY99 is the pre-
viously mentioned Blue 
Tube as well as the remote 
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YOUR SOUND DESERVES THE BEST 

What if we told you that the world-class "Lexicon Sound" 
could be yours for less than $399 - the same quality sound that's 
used on ove 80°s of the commercially and artistically successful 
records and oundtracks? 

Meet ] lex - it really is A Lexicon Digital Effects Processor 
—which means that it sounds phenomenal. And whatever 
instrument you play or console you use, you owe it to yourself to 
hear what A ex can do for your sound. 

We've given you great sounding reverbs, way cool echoes 
and chorusirg, wild flanging and spacious delays. You can adjust 
parameters (there's over 4,000 effects possibilities) and you can 
store your crations in the 16 user registers. 

Alex Elso features a footswitch input for stepping through 
the registers either sequentially or in your own customized 
"register chins" (to match a set list for example) - without 
needing MIC I to make it happen! 

Alex is the latest in a range of classic digital effects 
processors flat can be heard in all the right places- from the top 
players to the finest studios, 

Check-out Alex tod3y at the finest professional audio 
dealers. 

exicon 
HEARD IN ALL THE RIGHT PLACES 

LEXICON INC., loo BEAVER STREET, WALTHAM, MA 02154 TEL: (617) 736-0300 FAX: (617) 891-0340 

1 U(S-70 owneu, eriyirietuctiiu I la; LI t, •. 

Aural Exciter and Big Bottom are trademarks of Aphex Systems and ore ccnored by U S ibnd foreign patents Issued or pending. 

Steve Marcamonwi ieiiuiuI Ft abs,Nva.a. 

• Alabama • Restless Heart • Robert Ellis Orrall 
• The Remingtons • K.T. Oslin • Foster and Lloyd 
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©Aphex Systems 
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INNOVATION E PRECISION E INTEGRITY 
Available in the U S and Canada horn Audto-Tecnnea U S . ' nc 

1221 Commerce Drive, Stow, OH 44224 
(216) 686-2600 • Fax (216) 686-0719 
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WHO 
TRACKS 
PHIL 

COLLINS' 
DRUMS? 
It Could Be You! 

There are thousands of exciting, good 
paying as in the music industry for quality 
sound engineers and assistants. But no one 
can just walk into a major recording ,studio 
and ask for a job. The audio recording 
industry demands specialists. You must 
have the right training and we give you thit 
training in just a matter of months. So don't 
waste time, call today, 1 800 562-6383. 

t e•A•710 

cD1.2ecordine  
Ads&Sciences 

1110 East Missouri, Suite 4(X) 
Phoenix, Arizona 85014 

1 800 562-6383 
CIRCLE 21 ON FREE INFO CARD 

You'd Have 
to Be Crazy 
Not to Call! 

Our latest mailer is chock full 

of exciting products and to-

the-point info. Get yours 

now Call today for prices on 

all major brands of software, 

hardware and musical gear. 

Open Every Day! - 

BANANAS AT LARGE 
ORDER LINE: 

1-800-786-7585 
FOR INFO OR S.F. BAY AREA: 1-415-457-7600 

1504 FOURTH St. • SAN RAFAEL CA 94901 

microprocessor-controlled devices, 
once you figure out the unit you prob-
ably won't have to look at the manual 
again. 

The only problem I experienced 
was a lockup; after switching to a pro-
gram, the switches and controls froze. 
Powering off and on again didn't help 
to solve the problem, but reinitializing 
returned everything to normal. 

OPINIONS 

I he SIW-330 sounds great. There's a 
lively, silky quality that's subjectively a 
little less "conservative" than the 
Lexicon units I've played with. And 
unlike budget reverbs, there's a great 
deal more definition in the sound. 
There's virtually no periodic " flutter-
ing" (except of course with low density 
values), the tail fades out gracefully 
instead of sputters, and the reverb is 
airy enough so that it doesn't compete 
with the primary sounds but unobtru-
sively fills in the cracks and spaces. I 
also appreciate the easy editing — lots 
of the fun with digital reverb is creat-
ing rooms that don't exist in nature. 

Strangely, though, very little of 
all this cool stuff has anything to do 
with the 3D algorithms. Most of the 
time I wouldn't have known a 3D 
effect was being used if I hadn't seen 
it in the algorithm name. I tried shift-
ing my position and that of the speak-
ers to find a "sweet spot," but to no 
avail. If the SRV-330 sounded so-so 
and I was counting on the 3D effects 
to make it palatable, there would be a 

problem. Fortunately, the SRV-330's 
basic algorithms sound wonderful 
anyway, so one has the luxury of 
regarding 3D as a bonus, not the 
unit's raison d'etre. 

To my ears, the difference 
between 3D and non-3D algorithms 
seemed comparable to the difference 
between, say, 14-bit and 16-bit digital 
audio, not color and b&w TV. Part of 
this is because the 3D effects are 
exploited to some degree in all the 
algorithms, so the biggest differences 
are due to any changes you make in 
the editable parameters. I suppose the 
3D angle is a good marketing hook that 
helps differentiate the SRV-330 from 
competing devices; just don't expect 
any revelations. (Note that you don't 
have to worry about mono compatibil-
ity with the 3D algorithms. 
Independent stereo processing means 
that the left and right channels con-
tain mostly different information that 
can collapse into mono with very few 
"holes.") 

Granted there are a lot of good 
reverbs these days, and the standards 
keep getting higher. But one thing's 
for sure: If you can afford it, the SRV-
330 gives you a clean sonic signature, 
is easy to program, includes the 
breadth to offer some truly whacked-
out sounds for the adventurous, and 
wraps a cozy and airy ambient blanket 
around whatever you feed into it. If 
that isn't what a good reverb is all 
about, I don't know what is. 

—Craig Anderton 

Although the SR V-330 isn't a multieffects device, the possible 
variations on the basic reverb make the SRV-330 much 

more flexible than you might initially expect. 
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Updates and Developments in Recording Studio Software 

Deus ex Macintosh? Part 2 
Alchemy has vanished. Has the Mac fallen from 

in the digital audio pantheon? 

By Tim Tully 

L
AST ISSUE we began an overview of the 
Macintosh software that's available for 
recording, playing and editing sampled 
sound. We started by covering the pro-
grams that are optimized as audio 
recorders—digital versions of tape 

decks. Part 2 of this series will cover the rest of 
that field, then look at some hybrid programs 
and finally go to the traditional sample editor— 
all geared to answer the question: when it comes 
to digital audio, does the Mac still make it? 

TimeBandit 
Steinberg-Jones's TimeBandit ($499) is a rela-
tively new program and one of the most 
focused applications in any venue. TimeBandit 

Macintosh Digital 
Audio-Part 2 
by Tim Tully 

Editorial 
Opinion 

Fi 
The Next Generation: 
Latest Products 

u 
Version Updates: 
Latest Software and 
Firmware Versions 

Digital Audio Tips 
by Craig Anderton 

Software Directions: 
Product News, Updates 
and Commentary 

its pedestal 

is designed to do just two things to a digital 
audio file: it can make a sound up to 25% 
longer or shorter without changing its pitch; 
and conversely it can change a sound's pitch 
by as much as sixteen semitones up or down 
without altering its duration. 

These functions can be invaluable in a pro-
duction environment where a singer or musi-
cian is out of tune on a short passage, or in 
post production, where a scene needs a cue to 
be just a little longer or shorter than was 
planned. The application can be a boon to 

people designing sounds for sample-playing 
MIDI instruments as well. For situations 
where you might want the distortion that 

results from excessive time- or pitch-shifting, 
TimeBandit has an Effects mode that allows 
you to exceed its normal limits. In these cases, 
the algorithms that the program uses to main-
tain a sound's "natural" qualities are disabled, 
allowing you to actually get the boominess or 

munchkinization effects of shifting a pitch 
down or up. 

TimeBandit makes no bones about its sin-
gle-mindedness; it will not show you a wave-
form (since you can't edit it anyway), but only 
a session window containing small icons repre-
senting various sound files. (Figure 1) You can 
import or create any number of files in a ses-
sion window, play them and of course process 
them to create a new stretched or shifted file. 

In line with its straightforward functions, 
TimeBandit is easy to use. The session win-

dow has but four controls: buttons that load a 
file, play the sound and activate the time 
stretch and pitch shift dialog boxes. 

The Time Stretch dialog (Figure 2) dis-
plays the original file's length and number of 
samples. A vertical slider lets you set the factor 
by which you want to stretch or shrink the 
sound, and a pair of boxes tell you what the 

DIGITAL AUDIO continued on page 98-3 
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SPECIALISTS IN MIDI SYSTEMS 
AND HOME RECORDING 

Sweetwater Sound 

NO HASSLES 
For 12 years. Sweetwater Sound has been dedi-
cated to providing the latest technological break-
throughs at affordable prices. Isn't it about time 
you found out why musicians and engineers 
around the world have come to depend on Sweet-
water Sound for all their equipment needs? 

E-mu 
Systems 

Proteus/1, 2 and 3 World 
EMAX II, Ell' and EIIIXP samplers 

PROcussion module 
Proteus MPS keyboard 

Analog & Digital Multi-Track 
Recorders, DAT machines 
Mixers, Mastering Decks 

01/W, 01/WED, 01/WPro 
01/WProX, 0/3RW, M1 

Wavestation EX and ND 

Synthesizers, Tone Modules 
Drum Machines, Samplers 

MIDI controllers and Mixers 

TASCAM 

KORG 
Roland 
KURZWEIL 

FREE Sweetwater Newsletter 
New Sales • Support • Mods • Service • Upgrades 

Opcode • Mark of the Unicorn • AM' • Digidesign • Sony 
Ramsa • Passport • TOA • AKG • Panasonic • Digitech 

InVision • Nakamichi • JBL Studio Monitors • BBE 
Fostex Recording • Lexicon • Coda • Carver • JLCooper 

Mackie • Dynatek • Rane • Soundcraft • TAC/Amek 
Crown • Anatek • Furman • Oberheim • Tannoy • Juice Goose 

KAT • Stewart • Tech 21 • 3M, Ampex & Denon Tape 
Macintosh, IBM and Atari MIDI software & interfaces 

OTHER MAJOR BRANDS TOO! HUGE IN-STORE INVENTORY! 

Our exclusive guarantee: 
"If you don't like it, we'll take it 

back — with no hassles!" 

Confused? What are you waiting for? Pick up the phone 
and call us for friendly. FREE advice and great prices! 

NO SALES TAX (except IN) 
VISA • MasterCard • Discover 

AMEX • COD • Trades 

twcz ter 
SOUND Inc. 

5335 BASS ROAD • FT. WAYNE IN 

FAX (219) 432-1758 

Editorial 
By Tim Tully 

.r
 he deadline, as is its wont, 
was roaring down on me 
like a fast freight coming 

down the back of the continental divide. 
It was big. It was fast. And nothing on 
earth could stop it. 

Like Dudley Dooright's Nell, lashed 
cruelly to the track by Snidely 
Whiplash, I had only one option. Keep 
a calm and exquisite control over mind 
and emotions. And keep. The panic. 
Down. (Never gone. Just controlled. 
Like a cheap effects box held barely in 
check by a brick wall noise gate: always 
bubbling, rumbling at the fringes of 
awareness.) 

Untie one knot at a time—not too 
fast, and not too slow—making sure 
every motion loosens another hitch, and 
not a second is wasted thinking (chug-a, 
chug-a, chug-a, chug-a) about the conse-
quences of not getting it all done in time 
(chug-a, chug-a), about the sheer impos-
sibility of slipping so many knots in so 
short a span. 

It was a constant and continual act of 
the will: work as fast as hell, but main-
tain the calm center. All those rigorous 
years of training in a Zen monastery 
were paying off (actually, just reading 
Siddhartha once in college. But, hey.) 
Keep a cool, rational detachment, and 
just think clearly about the next 
keystroke, the next sentence, the next 
idea. Order my thoughts and not even 
the fact that having six different articles 
open in the word processor, TimeBandit 

AN 

running in the background along with 
the graphics program to edit screen shots 
and now asking the phone dialer pro-
gram to call Peavey has made the com-
puter freeze up colder than I'm gonna be 
if I haven't saved everything and real 
recently, too FROZEN??? NO YOU 
CAN'T LOCK UP ON ME NO 
DONT DO THAT NO NO NO-0-0 
(chug-a, chug-a chug-a) 

It did. I hadn't. 
All those days and years doing this; 

all the times I've preached to mysdf and 
anyone else who's asked: "Save whenever 
you've done more work than you want 
to do over again," and I'd spent the 
whole afternoon keeping so many balls 
in the air that the one marked "Save" 
disappeared like a stolen voice on a 
cheap synth. 

The point, if any, is that our indus-
try, and the rest of the world, is going 
software. (surprise.) One company 
spokesman at the AES convention told 
us we were about to see a computer-
based system that would make "all that 
hardware out there obsolete." Fifteen 
minutes later, the grizzled New York 
studio veterans and wisecracking trade 
journalists in the room were passing 
around grudging compliments. 

The models on which we base our 
work are still being changed profoundly 
by the personal computer. Those of us 
who neglect (or forget) to get in line 
with the new, computer-based mod-
els...chug-a, chug-a, chug-a, chug. 

EQ • December 1993 

STUDIO SOFTWARE REPORT 
EDITORIAL SUPPLEMENT TO EQ, PUBLISHED BY PSN PUBLICATIONS 

2 PARK AVENUE, NEW YORK, NY 10016 

PUBLISHER EDITOR 
Paul G. Gallo Tim Tully 

• 
ART DIRECTOR 

Kathy Marty 
EDITOR- AT- LARGE 

Hector La Torre 

SSR Editorial: 5914 Fremont Street, Oakland, CA 94608 • TEL: 510.654.7169 • FAX: 510.450.0301 
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DIGITAL AUDIO 

continued from page 98-1 

resultant file's specs will be: number of 
samples, tempo, and length, in seconds 
and SMPTE Time Code. You can also 
type numbers directly into the destina-
tion boxes to specify the results you 
want. For tempo-oriented changes, you 
can either type in a tempo or, if you 
don't know the tempo, type in both the 
file's length in bars and its time signa-
ture. This allows the program to calcu-
late the tempo of the original, and 

provides you with a fig-
ure you can use as a 
basis for determining 
any tempo change you 
may want to make. 

The final control 
here is a slider that lets 
you set a mix of 
"sound accuracy" and 
"rhythm accuracy.'' 
The exact nature of this 
slider's effect is not too 
clear in 

NEW2 buddy 

buddy 

NEW4 

JT * [ 1 

Fig. 1: A TimeBandit Session window can hold almost 

any number of sound files. 

11:1 TimeStretch NEID2 buddy  

_Original  

Samples: 131711 

Tempo: 120.0000 

Length: 2.9866 

bpm 

sec 

Rhythm 

[Bars: 

Tsig: 

01:01:373 

4/4 

I 
(0 7500 ) [ Timecode 

M Start Time: 

_Destination 

Samples: 98783 

Tempo: 

Length: 

160.0000 hpin 

2.2400 sec 

Factor 

MED Stop Time: 

0:00:00:00:00 

0:00:02:05:75 

4   AeeLez, ( Process 

Fig. 2: The Time Stretch dialog box gives you a lot of information 

about a sound file and the results of stretching it. 

the documenta-
tion, but apparently, selecting 
more "rhythm accuracy" will 
make the program look for 
spikes—i.e., drum hits—and 
keep them equidistant. Moving 
the slider closer to "sound accu-
racy" causes the program to 
spend more of its brainpower 
preserving the tonal qualities of 
the sound. 

To change a sound's pitch, 
TimeBandit presents you with 
another dialog box in which 
you click on the keys of a piano 
keyboard graphic or type in a 

number of semitones and cents. (Figure 
3) If a sample has a basic pitch—i.e., if 
it's a sample of a single note—you can 
have the application deduce that pitch to 
help orient your subsequent processing. 
You can also make multiple pitch shifts 
at once and mix their results with the 
volume slider to create chords from a 
single tone. Pitch Shift has a rhythm 
accuracy/sound accuracy slider and an 
effects mode that work in much the 
same way as their analogs in the Time 
Stretch function. 

TimeBandit uses the same method of 
copy protection as does Steinberg's 

"Cubase is just so damn fast, it has become real 
difficult to work with any other sequencer..." CRAIG ANDERTON 
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non The Track Inspector- Immediate access to the 
most frequently used parameters Direct Access 

Graphics Style Toolbox- Includes grab and 
use editing tools Cut with a scissors and erase with 

an eraser Simplicity Equals Speed 

On-Screen Virtual Mixing - Automate synth levels, 

pans and sys-ex parameters, transport functions of 
taPe decks like the Alesis ABAT and Podes F18. mixing 
automation using MIDI mixers like Niche ACM or 

Mackie 1604 The Command Center 

On-Screen Notation & Professional Printing 
Including page layout features that rival many scoring 

applications. Polyphonic Voicing. Drum Notation and 
MIDI dynamic symbols Total Integration 

• The 'Originar Arrange Page- Copied but never 
,,:ed The only way to "see' your music as it 

epens. Cycle Record/Play allows you to loop record 

or playback between any two points on the fly. Easy 

• Six Non-Oestructivi Quantize Modes- Undo 
quantize even after you've saved, and design your 

own quantize map with our innovative 'GROOVE' 

Quantize. Creative Control. 

• Five Real-Time Editors- View your music in 
Key ( piano roll). List and Score Editor The unique 

Drum Editor makes editing and sequencing drums a 
breeze The Logical Editor is a smart processor that 
makes light work of large complex editing lobs 

Complete Flextblity 

o o 

CDTC1 

ast! As in productive, easy to use and powerful. Serious music people are finding Cubase 
makes them more productive.Thars because Cubase was written to work the way you think. 
Get Cubase today and find out why musicians are saying great things about it. The Steinberg 
upgrade path guarantees you woril outgrow Cubase, from the entry level Cubase Lite all the 
way up to Cubase Audio. And, Cubase is available for Mac,PC Windows and Mari! 

Check it out today at better music stores everywhere! Demo Disk available for $ 10. 

Stainbarg 
17700 Raymer Street, Suite 1001 
Northridge, CA 91325 
818-993-4091 FAX 818-701-7452 

HALF PRICE COMPETITIVE UPGRADE 

24 hour automatic FAX/Mail info & ordering. 
Live person from 9 to 5 PSI 

1-800-888-7510 ACC #7303 
Offer expires December 31.1993 
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Cubase: you must connect a small plastic 
box—a "dongle"—to the Mac's ADB 
(keyboard) bus, or the application will 
not run. Some people find the dongle a 
great inconvenience, but this method 
does let you move the application around 

that of Pro Tools in its intuitive graphi-
cal nature, and is not far behind in fea-
tures either. You can drag across a 
section of audio to select it, cut, copy 
and paste it, or drag it to a new location 
that you can line up by eye or by precise 

numerical readouts. 
While Studio Vision 

was the first, others have 
come along since, and 
as it happened with 
sequencers, these applica-
tions too have melded a 
good deal of their prede-
cessor's audio features 
and functions with their 
own sequencers. 

In addition to the 
Digidesign hardware, 
Digital Performer, from 
Mark of the Unicorn, 

works with MOTU's own Digital 
Waveboard and the Yamaha CBX-D5 
external audio unit. Digital Performer 
can play back four and record an unlim-
ited number of audio tracks, offers a 
audio event list editor and all the MIDI 
power of its popular sequencer, 
Performer. 

Similarly, Steinberg-Jones' entry, 
Cubase Audio for the Mac offers a paral-
lel set of features framed by the idiosyn-
cratic model of its sequencer, Cubase. 
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Fig. : The Pitch Change dialog lets you designate changes in 
semitones and cents. 

freely on your disk or even run disk opti-
mization programs without tedious de-
and re-installing. Both the TimeBandit 
and Cubase keys have been installed on 
my Mac for a while and I don't even 
notice they're there. 

While TimeBandit is something of a 
one-trick pony, it is very easy to use 
overall, and yields predictable and 
respectable results. 

Hybrids 
A second group of applications adds 
another dimension to the world of Mac 
digital audio. This genre combines the 
audio functions with those of the MIDI 
sequencer. 

The first successful MIDI/digital 
audio amalgam was Opcode Systems' 
Studio Vision. Now in version 1.5, 
Studio Vision combines all the features 
of Opcode's flagship professional 
sequencer, Vision, with the capability of 
playing back four discrete synchronized 
channels of audio on nearly all the 
Digidesign DSP cards and can contain 
many more "virtual" tracks. (Figure 4) 

In addition to combining MIDI and 
audio recording in one application, 
Studio Vision offers extensive non-
destructive editing of the audio that lets 
you play any segment of an audio track 
in any order, control its dynamics, pan-
ning and volume and edit it in any 
number of ways, all without altering the 
actual sound file. 

Studio Vision's audio editing rivals 

Cubase Audio uses iconic tools to cut, 
paste and otherwise manipulate audio as 
well as MIDI events, subdivides tracks 
into parts for an extra layer of control 
over editing, and supports all the 
Digidesign hardware. 

The differentiations among these 
three sophisticated programs are subtle 
yet important. In the end, a good deal of 
the differences come down to one's per-
sonal taste for one particular set of opera-
tions and interface metaphors over 
another. The audio features of all three 
are powerful, sophisticated and about 
equal. 

Sample Editors 

The final group of Mac audio applica-
tions are specifically designed for the cre-
ation and modification of sound samples 
intended to be used by a MIDI sampler. 
They work with sounds loaded into the 
Mac's RAM, rather than with files on 
hard disk. As such, they are faster, but 
are limited as to the size of the files they 
can load. This is the ground that had 
been covered so well by Alchemy. Let's 
see what's there now. 

Infinity 
Jupiter Systems' new Infinity is every bit 
as focused as TimeBandit but with a dif-
ferent target. Infinity is designed exclu-
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sively to create seamless, btunpless loops 
in sounds intended for samplers and 
sample-playback synths. 

Infinity was designed by people who 
had previously developed software for 
geophysical research. They've managed 
to translate their skills well, and Infinity 
brings a new set of tools to the sampler 
user. Infinity applies digital signal pro-
cessing technologies to the looping pro-
cess that serve to automate it, reduce the 
enormous trial and error traditionally 
associated with it, and significantly 
improve the quality of the resultant 
loops. 

Of these technologies, Infinity's smart 
auto-scan is the only familiar one of its 
four looping methods—and the only one 
easily explainable. The feature improves 
tremendously upon the traditional auto-
scan functions. In addition to simply 
finding zero crossings, Infinity's auto-
scan also compares the amplitude and 
phase of the major harmonics at poten-
tial loop points to create a loop that is 
much less noticeable. 

The first of Infinity's more novel loop 
tools is the freeze looper. It works excep-
tionally well on decaying timbres like 
guitars or pianos by analyzing and then 
perfectly "freezing" the timbre of a sound 
over a number of cycles, creating an 
absolutely seamless loop that sounds just 
the way you always thought your loops 
should, but only rarely did. Two other 
looping algorithms—the Rotated Sums 
Looper and the Spectral Phase 
Randomization Looper (I'm not making 
this up) work wonders with non-periodic 
waveforms like chorus and orchestra, and 
complex sounds, like those of string sec-
tions choirs and others, whose tone color 
must be preserved exactly. (Figure 5). 

Despite the ten-
dency of Infinity's ter-
minology towards 
Amos 'n' Andy scam-
speak, the software 
most undoubtedly 
works. It creates loops 
like nobody's business, 
and its designers had 
the sense to emulate 
some of the best ele-
ments of Infinity's 
spiritual forefather, 
Alchemy. Infinity 

doesn't have Alchemy's range of features 
and functions, but it's not entirely limit-
ed either. The edit menu (Figure 6) 
offers a good handful of edit commands, 
induding such basics as cut, copy, paste 
and mix, as well as others that normalize 
a sample, accurately change gain and let 
you control loop points. Moreover, the 
application is terrifically navigable—its 
interface nearly always lets you do just 
what you want with a notable absence of 
search and struggle. 

Naturally, Infinity uses the 
Digidesign DSP cards for playback, but 
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it also has a special relationship with 
SampleCell via the Mac System's Apple 
Events. Choosing SampleCell as a play-
back device in Infinity will automatically 
launch the SampleCell editor, and not 
only let you use a SampleCell card for 
playback, but automatically update the 
card with any changes 
you make in Infinity. 

Infinity is a unique 
and powerful tool that has 
redefined what sample 
loops are all about. As 
such, it's a must for seri-
ous sound designers. 

Turbosynth SC 
Turbosynth SC for the 
Macintosh ($349) is a 
new version of the sam-
ple-editing/sound design 
program from Digidesign. 
While the original Turbo-
synth was able to load 
samples from, and save 
them to many different 
brands and models of 
sampler, the SC version 
works only with Digidesign's sampler-
on-a-NuBus-card, SampleCell. That is, it 
will load and save sounds in the same 
Sound Designer II or AIFF formats that 
SampleCell uses. 

Digidesign has effected this redirec-
tion as part of its overall plan to design a 
recording studio that will fit entirely into 
a single Macintosh. This desktop studio 
will be built using the company's ran-
dom access digitizers, signal processors 
and TDM signal routers, and Sample-
Cell will be the sampler in that studio. 
What Turbosynth brings to the party is a 
front end for SampleCell that (together 
with any of the Digidesign DSP cards) 
turns the sample-playback card into a 
full-featured sampler with many, many 
ways to modify, sculpt and creatively 
warp the samples it plays. 

Turbosynth and SampleCell are inti-
mately entwined via Apple Events—the 
Macintosh System 7 feature that allows 
various programs to communicate. So if 
you run Turbosynth and the SampleCell 
Editor at the same time, saving a Turbo-
synth patch will automatically load it into 
SampleCell as a new instrument, which 
you can play from your MIDI keyboard, 
just as you would with any other sampler. 

F t Display 

Turbosynth will then update the sound in 
SampleCell any time you change it and 
save it. This may sound like a Rube 
Goldberg way to do things, but in fact it 
works quite smoothly and reliably, and 
offers a hell of a lot of power. 

So just what does Turbosynth do? 
The application is mod-
eled along the lines of 
early synthesizers on 
which you built up a 
sound by connecting vari-
ous electronic modules 
with patch cords. Turbo-
synth does the same 
thing, but entirely with 
software. You patch 
together samples and/or 
digitally-generated oscilla-
tor waveforms and route 
them through software 
algorithms and DSP chips 
to create filters, envelope 
generators, LFOs and the 
like that eventually gener-
ate a sample you can play 
with SampleCell. 

Turbosynth gives you a 
main window into which you bring all 
the elements of a patch, and where you 
can open various sub-windows that show 
you details of individual processes (Figure 
7). There's a 21-icon palette containing 
tools with which you add sound source 
modules to a patch, 
insert controller mod-
ules such as LF0s, 
envelope generators for 
amplitude and filter-
ing, resonance genera-
tors, time stretchers 
and compressors, pitch 
shifters, delays and 
more, then route 
everything through a 
mixer with a patch 
cord tool. All this is 
accomplished with 
standard mouse moves, 
and is pretty intuitive, 
especially considering the depth of pro-
cessing you can achieve. 

In addition to the kinds of controllers 
familiar to synthesists, Turbosynth serves 
up some weird stuff. This includes the 
Waveshaper, which alters a sound using 
a transfer function to change the instan-
taneous level of a sample following a 
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Fig. 6: Editing functions avail 
able in infinity's Edit menu. 

in 

wave you select; the Spectral Inverter 
which radically alters the partials of a 
sample to produce very strange effects; 
and the Diffuser, which provides the 
basis for creating your own reverbs. 

Turbosynth can let you make subtle 
modifications to a sample or convolute it 
monstrously. It is an excellent front end 
for SampleCell and makes programming 
the Digidesign sampler more effective 
and in some ways easier than ever before. 

Finale 
People who create music, design sound 
and produce audio on a Macintosh are ill 
served by the disappearance of Alchemy. 
While older versions are still around and 
functioning, it's only a matter of time 
until some part of a new system or hard-
ware design is incompatible with existing 
versions. Alchemy was an exceptional 
application that gave people unprece-
dented power over sampled sound, and 
was as responsible as any single device for 
the development of the sound design 
industry. 

The future is not entirely bleak how-
ever. Programs like Infinity and Turbo-
synth do things Alchemy never could, 
and many gaps are being filled by other 
applications, new and old. In the mean-
time, things change. Audio editors for 
Windows will not remain under-imple-
mented toys forever, and indeed, Apple's 

Uenuslan Cat Stranglers 

Fig. 7: Turbosynth's main window contains sound sources and their 
controllers, each of which with its own sub-window. 
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Power PC—expected to arrive in March 
of next year—is in many ways the 
harbinger of the demise of the Mac itself. 

But for the present, whether it's sam-
ple editing, hard disk recording or spe-
cialized sound design, the Macintosh still 
takes the prize for elegance and power in 
digital audio. • 
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The Next Generation 
LATEST PRODUCTS 

Signal processors and MIDI instruments upgrade their operating systems with ROM. 

ADAT Computer Interface 
($399) 
The ADAT Computer Inter-
face (ACI) is a MIDI Machine 
Control device that enables a 
user of any of Steinberg's 
Cubase MIDI sequencers to 
control the Alesis ADAT eight-
track digital tape recorder from 
within Cubase. The available 
functions include stop, play, 
fast forward, rewind, record, 
arming a track, punching in 
and out and others. The inter-
face will effectively add eight 
tracks of synchronized digital 
audio tape to any Cubase sys-
tem. Steinberg-Jones has an-
nounced a shipping date of 

July, 1993. 
Steinberg-Jones 

818 993 4091 

ROM upgrades for ART gear 

(n/a) 
Applied Research and Tech-
nology (ART) is offering up-
grades for its entire family of 
signal processors. The new 
EPROM chips will upgrade an 
SGX 2000 to an SGX 2000 
Express; an SGX T2 to an SGX 
Nitro; and the Nightbass, DRX 
2100 and Alpha 2.0 to the new 
Studio Editions of those units. 
The upgrades will add many 
new features including greater 
memory, over 400 new factory 
presets, enhanced reverb algo-
rithms, regenerated delay time 
increase, and expanded tuner 
algorithms. 

ART 

716 436 2720 

K2000 Orchestral Sample 
ROMs ($395; daughter board 
$125) 
Young-Chang/Kurzweil has 
announced new ROM chips 
for the entire K2000 series of 
instruments. The new chips 
provide users eight additional 

megabytes of samples recorded, 
looped and processed to the 
exacting quality standards for 
which Kurzweil is famous. The 
Orchestral ROMs include 100 
new programs and 50 new 
setups, and come with two 
floppy disks that hold 300 
additional programs that use 
the new samples, as well as sev-
eral new sequences and a 
General MIDI disk designed 
for use with the Orchestral 
ROM. 

Young Chang-Kurzweil 

617 890 2929 

Multi Media Pro Database 
($89.95) 
The Multi Media Pro Database 

for the IBM PC (DOS) is an 
easy-to-use, low-cost filing solu-
tion specifically designed for 
videos, books and audio. Pull-
down menus and an extensible 
help system, as well as simple 
commands, let you add, edit, 
delete, recall, search, order and 
query records. Originally writ-
ten for use at a TV station, the 
database is particularly designed 
to organize movies, tapes and 
other media-type elements. 

Supersoft Development Co. 

800.334.3925 

Cubase Audio for the 
Falcon030 ($999) 
Steinberg-Jones is shipping 
their MIDI sequencer/hard 
disk recording software for 
Atari's new Falcon030 comput-
er. Cubase Audio offers profes-
sional MIDI sequencing, eight 
tracks of hard disk recording, 
Time Stretch and other digital 
effects, and standard notation 
printing. The program employs 
the same interface as Cubase for 
the Mac, PC and Atari ST, and 
gives the user standard Cubase 
tools, such as the scissors and 
glue used to cut, copy and paste 

audio or MIDI data. The eight 
audio channels can be assigned 
to play back audio from disk, to 
act as a drum sample player and 
to do RAM-based playback. 
Integrated DSP lets the user 
create such digital effects as 
reverb, delay and equalization, 
and Falcon Audio incorporates 
all the features of Cubase Score, 
including mix automation, 
score layout and printing and 
more. 

Steinberg-Jones 

818 993 4091 

SP-Remote ($149) 
SP-remote for the Macintosh is 
a software front end for the 
Peavey SP that lets the user edit 
the processing parameters of 
the instrument (though not the 
waveforms themselves). It puts 
graphic control over all the 
instruments parameters on the 
Mac screen and adds some 
global editing features not 
found in the SP itself. An auto-
make feature automatically cre-
ates new presets from pitched 
or non-pitched sounds and 
determines the multisample 
split points to ease program-
ming. SP-Remote will also con-
vert Akai S1000 and S1100 
programs to SP preset data. It 
requires a Mac Plus, system 
6.05 or higher and a MIDI 
interface. 

Distributed by Peavey 

601 484 4287 

ADAT Interface (price n/a) 
Digidesign announced an inter-
face device that will integrate 
either of its digital audio work-
stations—Pro Tools for the 
Mac or Session 8 for the PC— 
with the ADAT, the eight-track 
digital audio tape deck from 
Alesis. Using the ADAT's on-
board optical interface, the 
rack-mount device will be able 

to transfer eight channels of 
digital audio simultaneously 
from a Digidesign system to the 
ADAT and back. It can link 
the two systems to give the user 
up to sixteen tracks of synchro-
nized digital audio, or it can be 
used to enormously enhance 
the editability of material 
recorded on the ADAT. Any 
section of any ADAT track can 
be transferred to the Pro Tools 
or Session 8, edited there with 
the speed, accuracy and conve-
nience of visual editing on a 
random access system, then laid 
back to the ADAT with down-
to-the-sample accuracy. The 
interface will also allow the 
Digidesign user to archive 
material to ADAT tape, provid-
ing a copy that can be played 
on any of the large installed 
base of ADAT machines. 

Digidesign 

415.6880600 

Musicshnp added to Opcode's 
Music Bundle ($299.95) 
Opcode has replaced the Book 
of MIDI HyperCard stack with 
Musicshop in its music bundle, 
the Easy Music Starter Kit. 
Musicshop is a software nota-
tion program that can record 
up to sixteen tracks of MIDI 
information and allow the user 
to edit it as standard notation 
or in a piano roll-type graphic. 
Musicshop lets the user edit 
individual notes and MIDI 
controllers and provides an 
arrangement window for 
assembling a large piece of 
music out of many smaller seg-
ments. In addition to 
Musicshop, the bundle includes 
PG music's Band-in-a-box, the 
MIDI accompaniment soft-
ware, and a MIDI Translator II 
Macintosh MIDI interface. 

Opcode Systems 

415.856.3333 
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Version Updates 
LATEST SOFTWARE  AND FIRMWARE VERSIONS_J 

Minimize time-consuming system crashes! Banish 
annoying bugs! Take advantage of all the R&D devel-
opers put into your equipment! 

You can't get the most out of your studio gear without the latest 
software. SSR's Version Update list tries to include all the application 
and operating system ROM software you might find in a studio, the 
most current version of each one, and why and how to get ahold of it. 
Not every entry is as complete as we'd like, but we attempt to give 
you the most salient information available. 

Manufacturers can have their products listed in the Version 

Update List by sending information to: Studio Software Repon, PO 
Box 8607, Emeryville, CA 94662-8607. Preferred media (in descend-
ing order) for submissions to the list are: 1. Text files on Macintosh or 
PC 3.5" floppies, 2. Fax (510.450.0301), 3. Print on paper. You can 
also send E-mail on PAN to SSR. Include the naine of the product, 
whether the software is a computer application or internal to a piece 
of hardware, the latest version, release date of that version, cost to 
owners of the previous version, system requirements, the new ver-
sion's important fixes and features and the name and issue of any 
recent magazine reviews you want people to read. 

PRODUCT V. R.11. S RED. FIXES/FEATURES REVIEWS 

BALLADE (DOSWDWS) 
Dynaware 
415.349.5700 

BALLADE (MAC) 
Dynaware 

BEYOND 2.0 

Dr. Ts Music Software 
617.455.1454 

CADENZA FOR WINDOWS 
Big Noise Software 

904.730.0754 

CADENZA FOR DOS 
Big Noise Software 
904 730.0754 

CAKEWALK PRO/WINDOWS 

Twelve Tone Systems 
800.234.1171 

CAKEWALK FOR DOS 
Twelve Tone Systems 

CAKEWALK PRO FOR DOS 
Twelve Tone Systems 

CAKEWALK ALIVE FOR DOS 

Twelve Tone Systems 
800.234.1171 

CLICKTRACKS 

Scores Unlimited 
212.242.1275 

CONCERTWARE PRO 

Great Wave Software 

408.438.1990 

CUBASE LITE ATARI 

CUBASE ATARI 

CUBASE LITE MAC 
CUBASE 2.5 MAC 
CUBASE SCORE MAC 
CUBASE AUDIO MAC 

2.51/ 11/91/ $35/ 
1.01 8/93 n/c 

1.1 8/93 flic 

386 PC/Clone/ 

Windows 3.1 

Mac Classic < 

10-Track seq'r, CM64 Ed/lib, Prnt Scores/ 

16-Irk Seq'r, Print Score, GS/GM sport 
PC MAC 3/92 

16-Trck Seq'r. Print Score, GS/GM spprt EM 3/92 

2.1 Mac II KYBD 1/92 

2.04 5/93 $10 or n/c 
<60 days from 
purchase 

Staff edit & print, bank select, swing quant. 
multitrack record 

EM 6/92; HSR 8/92 

2.5i 5/93 $10 or n/c 

<60 days from 
purchase 

Small fixes EM 5/90 

2.0 9/93 nic PC/clone, 
Windows 3.0+. 
MIDI interface 

16 staves Scoring, 
Other 

KYBD 10/92 

4.01 1/91 KYBD 2/90 

4.0 1/91 

4.01 1/91 

2.6 1/93 $99<v 2.x Mac Plus 

no manual 

<v 1.x $89 new manl 

29.97 non-drop, 32-bit clean, core Apple Events, 
check marks next to "made" hits 

NSA 792 

6.0 7/93 $339.95 Mac Plus < Mac real time transcription; 32 staves, symbols, 
Sys 6 <, 1MB RAM auto beaming 

1.0 9/93 
3.0.2 9/93 

Atari ST < 
Atari ST < 

1.0 9/93 Mac Plus< 

2.5 9/93 Mac Plus/Classic; 2MB RAM;sys 6.07 
1.0 9/93 Mac Classic; 2MB RAM;sys 6.07 

1.2 9/93 Mac Ilci ; 5MB RAM;sys 6.07;audio card 

V. = Version #. A version number preceded by a"<" indicates the cost to owners of that version or earlier; version numbers preceded by a">" indicates the cost to owners of that 

version or later. >prey means "from the previous version." Upgrades from earlier versions may cost more. R.D. = Release date. S = Cost of update to registered owners. REQ. 
Min. hardware and software required. FIXES/FEATURES = What's cool about this version. REVIEWS = Recent magazine reviews. Abbreviations: n/c- no charge; Kybd= 
Keyboard; EM= Electronic Musician; CMJ= Computer Music Journal; HSR=Home & Studio Recording. 
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PROIUCT V. R.D. $ REQ. FIXESIFEATIRES REVIEWS 

CUBASE LITE WINDOWS 
CUBASE WINDOWS GS 
CUBASE WINDOWS 2.5 
CUBASE SCORE WINDOWS 
Steint•erg-Jones 
818.993.4091 

CUE 
Opcode Systems 

DECK 2.0 
OSC 
415.252.0460 

DIGISYSTEM INIT 
Digidesign 

DIGITAL PERFORMER 
Mark of the Unicorn 
617.576.2760 

DIGITAL WAVEBOARD 
Mark of the Unicorn 
617.5762760 

EDIT ONE 
Opcode Systems 
415369.8131 

ENCORE MAC/WINDOWS 
Passport Designs 
415 726.0280 

EPS 16+ (ROM) 
Ensonig 
215.647.3930 

GALAXY 
Opcode Systems 
415 369.8131 

GALAXY PLUS EDiTORS 

Opcode Systems 

INFINITY 
Jupiter Systems 
800.446.2356 

JAZZ IMPROVISATION 
SOFTWARE 
MIBAC Music Software 
507.645.5851 

KCS 
Dr. T's Music Software 
617.455.1454 

KCS LEVEL II 
Dr. T's Music Software 

KCS OMEGA 
Dr. Ts Music Software 

MACPROTEUS 
FRONT PANEL 
Digidesign 

MASTER TRACKS PRO 5 
Passport Designs 
41(5.726.0280 

MASTER TRACKS PRO 
FOR WINDOWS 
Passport Designs 

Fat,STERLIST 
agidesign 

MASTERSCORE II 
Sieinberg-Jones 
818 993 4091 

1.0 
1.2 
1.0 
1.0 

386 < Wim 3.1 
386 < Wim 3.1 
386 < Wim 3.1 
386 SX/25MHz<; 4MB RAM:Wim 3.1 

3.01 12/90 >3.0 n/c, Mac Plus 
<3.0 $50 

2.0 7/93 n/c Mac II, Quadra 16-bit. 4-track hard disk recording, non-destruc've 
editing, unlimited virtual tracks, waveform editing 

2.4 5/93 n/c 

1.4 7/93 n/c 

1.0 4/92 $1495 
new 

Mac Ils and Quadras 

Mac II, 5M RAM 
Digital Waveboard 
or Digidesign card 

Mac Ii, 5M RAM, 
hard disk, AID D/A 
converter 

All Performer 4.2 features plus improved 

continuous sync 

Hard Disk recording 

KYBD 6/93 

1.0 9/93 Mac Plus < Editor/Librarian for single instruments 

3.0 8/93 $99 
>prey 

1.3 7/92 

1.2.2 1/93 $15 or n/c 

1.2.2 1/93 $99 

1.0.6 5/93 $495 list 

Mac Plus/PC 
Windows 3.1 

EPS 16+ 

Mac Plus; OMS 

Mac Plus; OMS 

Mac, System 7, 4MB 
RAM 

New tools & palettes; EPS files; editing features 

Intelligent backup & restore, SCSI improvements 

Set#2 Editors: K2000, E-mu Procussion, 
Alesis D4, Roland U-220 

Sample- looping program. Proprietary looping 
algorithms loop any sound 

KYBD 6/90 

KYBD 2/91 

KYBD 4/92 

EQ 8/93 

1.5.8 5/92 Mac, multitimbral 
MIDI Synth 

Improved transmit routines, drum note sustain, 
improved printing, 12 styles, tempo and countoff 
control, humanize rhythm 

MacWorld 11/90, 
EM 9/90, 
KYBD 10/90, 
Downbeat 10/90 

3.5 10/91 Amiga KYBD 10/86, 
2/87 

3/89 Mac 

4.0 

1.02 12/92 

5.2 5/93 >prey: 
$99 

Atari 

Mac Il, Ilx, Ilcx, 
Ilsi, Ilci or Ilfx 

Mac Plus Auto mixer, SMPTE insert, enhanced Step Editor, 
transpose map, velocity editor 

4.6 1/92 >prev: 
$99 

IBM AT, PS2/clone, Issues commands to Start, Stop MCIplayer to play 
MPC, Windows 3.0, WAV. Audio in Windows 
DOS 3.1Microsoft 

2.3 12/92 

2.0 1/93 $89 Atari STiMega Score Printing, bugs 

SSR 
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PRODUCT V. R.D. REQ. FIXES/FEATURES REVIEWS 

MAX 
Opcode Systems 

415.369.8131 

MIDISCOPE 
Kurzweil Music Systems 
213.9263200 

MIDIMIXR 7s CNSLE MAC PC 
Mark of the Unicorn 

617.576.2760 

MIDI TIME PIECE II CNSLE 

Mark of the Unicorn 
617576.2760 

MIDI TIME PIECE II ROM 
Mark of the Unicorn 
617.576 2760 

MIMIX 

Steinberg-Jones 

MOD FACTORY 

Crescent Engineering 
201.746.9417 

MOSAIC 

Mark of the Unicorn 

617.576.2760 
Fax: 617.576.3609 

MUSIC TIME MAC/PC 
Passport Designs 
415.726 0280 

MUSICATOR GS/ WINDOWS 
THINKWARE 
415255.2091 

NOTATOR LOGIC 
(MAC/ATARI) 
[magic 

800.553.5151 

OFFICE MANAGER 
White Crow Inc 

800 424.0310 

OBJECT MOVER 
Kurzweil Music Systems 
213 926 3200 

OMS 
Opcode Systems 

PERFORMER 
Mark of the Unicorn 
617 576.2760 

POWER CORDS/PRO 

Howling Dog Systems 
613 599 7927 

PRO TOOLS 
Digidesign 
415.688.0600 

PRODUCER/PRO 
Passport 

0-SHEET A/V 
Digidesign 

OUICKSCORE DELUXE 
Dr. Ts Music Software 
617455.1454 

2.5 7/93 MAC II Flexible MIDI Programming KYBD 4/91 

1.5 nic Mac 

1.1.1/ 1/93 n/c 
1.02 1/93 n/c 

1.03 6'93 n c 

1.09 9/93 n/c 

1.06 492 $5.995 
new 

Mac 
PC/clone 

Mac 

Mac/PC 

Atari ST Mega 

MIDI data analysis 

Control MIDI Mixer 7s 
ditto 

PowerBook Compatible KYBD 8/90 

Mixing automation 

1.0 3/92 $250 Eventide H3000 

new Ultra- harmonizer 
New H3000 functions: gain-ducked delay and 

reverb, envelope-controlled filter, audio-rate LFOs 

1.3 7/93 $195 for 
Composer 
owners 

Mac II 2.5M RAM 
(Sys 6) or 3M RAM 

(Sys 7) hard drive. 
ATM 

Many new features, KYBD 2 93 
QuickDraw printers 

1.2 5/93 IBM AT, PS2/clone, Auto mixer, SMPTE insert, enhanced Step Editor, 
MPC. Windows 3.0. transpose map, velocity editor 

DOS 3.1Mcre mouse 

1 0 12,92 nic Mac H 

19 9/93 n/c Mac ll 

Atari ST < 

2.5 12 92 n c Mac II 

Various feature enhancements 

Many sophisticated seqeuncing features 

Various feature enhancements 

2.0 Mac K1000/1200 series librarian 

1.2.1 9/93 n/c Mac Ils, Quadras Fixes problems with Powerbook modem port EM 3/92 

4.2 7/93 n/c Mac Plus 4M RAM 
hard drive 

Partial solo; solo button in all edit wdws: KYBD 8/90 
popup menus for track switching 

1.1/ 5/93 $15, free if PC/clone, Windows Copy/move/delete groups of bars, smart MIDI EM 1/93; SOS 

2.0 9/93 after 4/15/93 3.1, mouse, snd card thru, key transpose./16 melodies per bar; drag&drop 9/93 
/$200 new or MIDI interface edits, quant'n; import MIDI&PwrChrds parts:efx. 

2.2 7/93 Mac Ils, Quadra Built-in timecode calculator; set selection by SMPTE; 

SMPTE in Transport window 

1.1/ 5/93 Mac Ils, Quadra 

1.0 8/93 Pro Video support, hardware control etc. 

2.01 Mac Plus, SE1, 
SE/30, Ils 

1.0 7/93 $149.95 

new 
Windows 3.1 
386 PC 
2MB RAM 

Windows MIDI Scoring Program: 

16 staves; Suprts Windows Printers & True Type; 
input from MIDI Kybd. 

V. = Version #. A version number preceded by a "<" indicates the cost to owners of that version or earlier; version numbers preceded by a "x" indicates the cost to owners of that 
version or later. >prey means " from the previous version." Upgrades from ear!ier versions may cost more. R.D. = Release date. S = Cost of update to registered owners. REO. = 

Min. hardware and software required. FIXES/FEATURES = What's cool about this version. REVIEWS = Recent magazine reviews. Abbreviations: n/c= no charge; Kybd= 
Keyboard; EM= Electronic Musician; CMJ= Computer Music Journal; HSR=Home & Studio Recording. 
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PROSIICT V. M.O. $ REQ. FIXES! FEATURES REVIEWS 

SAMPLECELL EDITOR 

Digidesign 
415.688 0600 

SESSION 8 
Digioesign 

SOUND ACCESS 

IDigidesign 

SOUND DESIGNER II 

Digidesign 

SOUND DESIGNER IIPT 
Digidesign 

SOUND EDIT PRO 
MarroMedia 
415442.0200 

SOUND STAGE (56K SYS) 
Turtle Beach Systems 

717843.6916 

STUDIO 3 DA 
Opcode Systems 

415.369.8131 

STUDIO 5/OMS SETUP 

Opcode Systems 

STUDIO VISION 
Opcode Systems 
415.369.8131 

TIGER CUB 
Dr. T's Music Software 

617.455.1454 

TIGER 
Dr. T's Music Software 

TIMEBANDIT 

Steinberg-Jones 

8' 8.993.4091 

TIMECODE READER (ROM) 

EnterTec Inc. 

804353.7133 

TF1ACKCHART 
Opcode Systems 

11URBOSYNTH SC 
Digidesign 
415.688.0600 

UNISYN 
Mark of the Unicorn 

617.576 2760 

VISION 
Opcode Systems 
415.369.8131 

WAVE FOR WINDOWS 

Turtle Beach Systems 

2.0 7/93 $50 

1.15 7/93 n/c 

Mac Ils, Quadra, 

SampleCell Nubus Events. 

Card 

386 PC Clone 

New Interface, Sys & savvy, Apple 

Supports DATa for the PC 

1.10 nit 

2.5 12/92 >2.xx: n/c Mac Ils, Quadra New time compression/expansion, pitch shifting 

<1.xx: $195 

2.5 12/92 $995 for 
Pro Tools 

Mac Ils: Quadra New time compression/expansion, pitch shifting 

1 0 1 92 $349 
new 

Mac Plus, Sys. 6.0.7 Edit 16-bit audio, non-destructive editing, 

DSP effects 

2.0 1,93 n/c PC w/ Wirdows 3.1 Feature fixes, larger buffers KYBD 5/91 

1.01 9/89 n/c Studio 3 Interface 

1.1.3 1/92 n/c Studio 5 Interface More OMS device names 

1.5 10/93 > 1.4 $ 150: 

$995 new 

1.1 10/91 

1.21 2/91 

Mac II/Quadra: 32-bit Four-channel audio WI Audiomedia I & II, Sound 

add'g Digi card: 8MB Tools I 8 II, and 4- to 16-channel compat. w/ Pro 
RAM:18-ms hard disk Tools.DAE/TDM support; audio scrubbing 

Amiga 

Atari 

KYBD 1/91: EM 2/91 

KYBD 290 

1 0 5/93 $495 
new 

Mac II, LC, SE/30 
and Classic I 

Time Correction. Compression. Expansion, 
Pitch Shift and Harmonisation effects for 

Sound Designer II files 

1 1 $179 PC/Clone DOS. 
Windows 3.x 

Captures SMPTE to Clipboard 

1.03 4/92 n/c Mac Plus Sys 7 compat.. 32 bit clean 

1 00 7/93 $29 dmstc Mac Plus or 
$49 int'l better 

Sound creation and editing system for samplers; KYBD 10/88 

Suprts Stereo; SmpleCel Edtor via Apple Evnts; AIFF; 
SD II; new Mani; no samplers but SmpleCell 

1.00 7'93 Mac Plus or 

better 

Universal Editor Librarian 

1.44 5/93 >1.3 n/c; Mac Plus 

<1.3 $29 

1/93 2.0 $39 PC/clone 

Windows 3.1 

DSP reverb, delay, pitch shift 

KYBD 7/89 
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Techniques tor the 
Digital Studio, Part 1 

By Craig Anderton 

M ention hard disk record-
ing, and most people 
think of audio storage and 

editing. That's one application, but a 
hard disk recording system can also serve 
as a piece of audio test gear roughly com-
parable to a high-resolution, two-channel 
storage oscilloscope. 

With a hard disk recording system 
you can find a synthesizer's delay in 
responding to MIDI messages; test 
equalizer frequency response; learn the 

Fig. 1: DPM envelope attack time of 20. 

real times—in milliseconds—of synthe-
sizer envelope segments that range from 
"00-99;" check sequencer timing jitter 
and more. The measurements aren't real 
time, but you can record a series of mea-
surements and analyze them at your 
leisure (as well as store them as computer 
files), which in some cases is better. 

You'll usually need to measure only a 
few seconds or minutes of audio to get 
the data, so a giant hard drive isn't as 
crucial as it ordinar-
ily is. But good 
audio cards make 
for the most accu-
rate reading. 

In this install-
ment we'll calibrate 
your synthesizers, 
samplers, and other 
sound generators. In 
part 2, we'll mea- Fig. 2: Minimoog envelope decay. 

sure noise gate response time, frequency 
response, gain, and sequencer jitter. 

Beating the Numbers Game 

Let's remove the shroud of mystery 
around synthesizers that say an attack 
time is "03" or an LFO speed is "22." 
What does that mean in milliseconds? 
Not only can hard disk systems provide 
the answers, they can also give some 
insights into the "vintage synth" sound. 

Figure 1, a screen dump from Sound 
Tools, shows a note played through a 
Peavey DPM 3 amplitude envelope set 
for an attack time of "20." 

Highlighting the attack region gives 
an elapsed time readout in the box to the 
right of the scrub icon—in this case, 
about 225 ms. (With Sound Tools, the 
cursor must remain at the end of the 
region; if you move it, the elapsed time 
reading will follow its position.) Take 
several readings for different generator 
values, plot a graph, and you need never 
guess about envelope times again. 

It's also instructive to look at an enve-
lope's overall shape. "Vintage" synthesiz-
ers like the Minimoog usually have 
envelopes that decay exponentially after a 
short peak hold time (Figure 2), which 
gives a natural sound. 

Modern digital synths tend to have 
linear decays. Note how a DPM 3's 

decay envelope 
drops off linearly 
after a 30-ms 
hold (Figure 3). 
But you can pro-
gram linear 
rate/level enve-
lope generators to 
simulate an expo-
nential decay by 
setting each sub-

sequent level at half of the previous value, 
and doubling the times between levels. 
Figure 4 shows a DPM 3 amplitude 
envelope set for levels 99-50-25-00 with 
times of 4-8-16 between these levels. 

Interestingly, the DPM 3 and 
Minimoog, both of which are considered 
‘`punchy," exhibit a very short maxi-

Fig. 3: Linear envelope decay. 

mum-level sustain time (30 and 40 ms 
respectively) before the decay kicks in. 
The short "full on" time may give the 
subjective effect of punch. (If you see 
"punch" buttons on synths that add this 
hold time, you saw it here first!) 

100 

.50 

10 0 

01 I 

Fig. 4: Setting a rate/level envelope for expo-
nential decay. 

Punchiness involves other factors. 
When subjected to the scrutiny of hard 
disk editing, it's clear that some synthe-
sizers don't have an instantaneous attack 
time, even with the attack parameter set 
to 0. It's easy to test a synth for this by 
setting the synth's attack to 0, recording 
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a note into your hard disk system, then 
checking if there is a time difference 
between the onset of the note and when 
it reaches its maximum level. Fig. 5 
shows an OB-8 synthesizer's attack time 
(this is a fairly old and slow synthesizer); 
highlighting the time difference shows 
the delay in milliseconds (in this case, 
2.00 ms). 
When testing attack times with a 

sampler, truncate the beginning of the 
sample somewhat to insure that the 
attack characteristic of the sample itself 

MEW! r-c1—  

IL 

Fig. 5: OB-8 fixed attack time revealed. 

doesn't influence the attack. Musically, 
this implies that instruments with non-
zero attack times are best for strings and 
pads rather than percussive sounds. 
(Maybe this is one reason why the OB-8 
was famed for its string and horn pads, 
two sounds that aren't dependent on 
quick attacks.) 

"This Is MIDI Central, Please Hold..." 
Even the best synths don't respond 
instantaneously to incoming MIDI data. 
Some take less than a few milliseconds 
and exhibit a constant delay; others have 
significant, and sometimes varying, 
delays. Timing delays that vary random-
ly are the worst, because the variability 
makes it difficult to compensate for the 
delay by shifting sequencer tracks a few 
clocks. Fortunately, a hard disk record-
ing system can help quantify these 
delays. 

Figure 6 shows the test setup, which 
requires a stable source of timing pulses 
and MIDI events. The Alesis MMT-8 
has exceptionally stable timing (I record-
ed the click into the hard disk system 
and measured the elapsed time between 
clicks, as well as the elapsed time 
between the generation of MIDI events; 
both were virtually constant). By feeding 
the MMT-8 metronome click into one 

TECHNIQUES continued on page 98-15 

SSI 

NEED MORE CONTROL? 
ANNOUNCING SoftMC v1.0 FOR WINDOWS 

SoftMC is an easy to use 
programmable MIDI controller for 
Windows. SoftMC will allow you to 
control multiple MIDI devices, at 
discrete levels, in a complex MIDI 
system environment. SoftMC controls 
virtually any MIDI device available 
along with built in support for 
the Lexicon LXP-1 multi 
effects processor. 

Any standard MIDI °nun ond can 
be essigned to any rader or 
Purl Supon 

Global Setups 
Configure your entire system 
with a click of the mouse 

Built in IJCP-1 Support 

Cost effective alternative to o 
dedicated hardware MIDI 

controller 

Just $59.95 
For more info or to order call us at 

(413)5963380 
or send check or m.o. ior 859.95 + 82 shipping to 

TB Systems, 2205 Boston Rd Bld 0-144 
WIlbrahom, MA 01095 FAX (413)596-9846 

Fully Programmable 

Power Chords Pro 
The ultimate in sequencing software. 

Graphic import from MIDI 
or Power Chords files 
make 'clip-music a reality. 

• 

»Mir JIIT  

GCFBDG 

111 

11111Ina 

1111111 
11111 
1111111 
11111 
l=arrt--1 

Record anything played on the on-screen 
instruments. Intrepret as melodies, drum 
parts, chord parts, or even chord progressions. 

To order, call or fax with VISA number and 
expiry date or send check or money order. 

Funds must be drawn In US dollars. 

Power Chords Pro: 
upgrade from 1.0: 
upgrade from 1.1: 

Power Chords 1.1: 
upgrade from 1.0: 

1000 Super Cool Drum 
Patterns - ready to import: 

Mr. Drumstix' Music Studio: 

$199.95 
$ 75.00 
$ 60.00 

$ 99.95 
$ 15.00 

$ 49.95 

$ 69.95 

Create professional quality works faster than 
ever with Power Chords Pro. Its unique 
object oriented nature makes music a visual 
experience. Give your music the human 
touch with exciting Power Effects. Create 
up, down or alternating strums, drum rolls, 
arpeggiations etc. at the touch of a button. 
Powerful graphic editing of parts means no 
more MIDI data number crunching. Cut, 
copy, paste, transpose and re-orchestrate 
with a few mouse clicks. 

The ability to pick and choose from imported 
parts, and to audition any chord, drum or 
music part at any time encourages creativity 
and experimentation. Flexibility and speed 
are at the heart of Power Chords Pro. 

Demo 
disk 

available 

Howling Dog Systems 
Kanata North P.O. Box 72071 
Kanata, ON, Canada K2K 2P4 

Tel: (613) 599-7927 
Fax: (613) 599-7926 

CompuServe: 71333,2166 
or GO HOWLING 



Software Directions 
STUDIO SOFTWARE NEWS AND UPDATES_J 

The studio shrinks to the size of a desktop, and maybe there's a future in modular synths. 

I
n 1969, Tom Oberhelm found-
ed Oberheim Electronics, where 
he developed some of the most 

used, loved and respected instruments in 
the history of electronic music. He 
founded Marlon Systems in 1987 to 
further the state of electronic music, and 
the company recently made an intriguing 
announcement. 

The MSR-2 Modular Synthesizer 
System ($ 1495 per module) is sched-
uled for release to Marion Systems deal-
ers in November. The unit is designed to 
meet the musician's need for an electron-
ic instrument that combines top-
quality sound, ease of use, 
modularity and freedom from 
obsolescence. The instru-
ment will let users incor-
porate many different 
technologies into a single 
system with a single user 
interface. It's based on a 1U 
rack unit ("The Main-
frame") that can hold two 
plug-in sound modules, each of 
which is a complete synthesizer that 
slides easily into and out of the rack The 
first modules to be developed will be 
configured as eight-voice analog synthe-
sizers featuring proprietary High 
Resolution Oscillators that will combine 
the dassic analog sound with the stability 
of digital technology. The modules will 
offer warm, 2- and 4-pole filters, external 
audio inputs into each filter, and an 
extensive modulation matrix that will 
provide expressive, real time control. 
Future modules will feature wavetable 
synthesis, sample recording and play-
back, reverb and other new technologies. 
The user will be able to swap different 
modules in and out of the Mainframe to 
create individualized, custom sounds, 
and to arress its 6-channel mixer, exter-
nal inputs, programmable graphic EQ, 
two MIDI ports including MIDI pro-
cessing, and easy-to-use, menu-driven 

interface. Experienced synth-oids will 
keep a eye out for this new development. 
Marion Systems: 408.688.8593. 

Digidesign continues to pump up its 
Macintosh-based TDM Bus system 
which will serve as the foundation for a 
complete, all-digital studio in a box. The 
TDM system will give users of Pro 
Tools access to all the functions normal-
ly associated with the recording studio, 
but all in the digital domain, and gener-
ated by hardware and software installed 
in the Macintosh. Software "plug-ins" 

will perform such operations as 
EQ or noise reduction and Mac 
NuBus cards (such as the 
Lexicon NuVerb or Digi-
design's SampleCell) will offer 
signal processing, sample play-

back, mixing and other 
functions. The system also 

allows the ability to route sig-
nals to and from outboard ana-

log or digital gear already in a 
studio, and to control send and 

return levels automatically. 
New TDM-compatible products 

include PostView, an integrated digital 
video and VTR control software for Pro 
Tools; MasterList CD, a CD mastering 
system for ProTools, ProMaster 20, 
Sound Tools II and Audiomedia II sys-
tems; and the File Browsing Utility, an 
audio file management system that pro-
vides cataloging, searching, auditioning 
and allowing the user to insert a file into 
current applications. Digidesign: 415. 
688.0600. 

Mark of the Unicorn is also boarding 
the Digidesign TDM bus. The venerable 
sequencer and MIDI interface manufac-
turer announced that their Digital 
Performer, too, will support the 
Digidesign Audio Engine. The DAE is 
the system-level software that integrates 
and operates the TDM system. MOTU's 

collaboration means that their software 
will be able to take advantage of future 
enhancements to TDM. Mark of the 
Unicorn: 617.576.2760. 

Peavey, not content to let Digidesign 
have all the fun putting the recording stu-
dio in a Mac, has announced Media-
Motion, the technology that puts a sound 
reinforcement system in a PC. The sys-
tem is based on Peavey's Mediablatrix 
expansion card, designed around four 
Motorola 56002 DSP chips, and the 
MediaMation software. Since the func-
tions of the DSP cards are configurable in 
software, they can function as EQs, signal 
processors, mixers, and "anything 
between the mics and the power amps," 
as one Peavey representative put it. The 
user can install as many MediaMation 
cards as the PC has slots, to give the sys-
tem an extraordinary expandability. 

The software provides a graphical user 
interface that lets the user click and drag 
icons representing the elements of a sys-
tem. The screen can show an overview 
including unit names and signal routings 
and zoom in to display the controls of 
any of the individual units. The software 
can also display (and save) scanned pho-
tos or architectural-style diagrams of any 
venue, onto which the user can impose 
elements of the sound system, including 
speakers, mixers and other gear. These 
images can be saved and recalled along 
with the settings required at the given 
venue to make setup faster and surer. 

The system connects to the outside 
world via small A-to-D/D-to-A breakout 
boxes that can integrate outboard analog 
gear into a setup. 

While the system is optimized for 
sound reinforcement, its internal process-
ing is done in a 24-bits format, so it 
could be refitted for studio use by a rela-
tively simple redesign of its breakout 
boxes to also reflect 24-bit quality. 
Peavey: 601.486.1287. 
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Herd disk 
recording/ 
editing 
system 

.tere.D Air/ interface 

81.1d10 I npUt 

audio 
out 

¡device under test 

MIDI 
out 

MIDI 
in 

  click 
I out  

MMT-8 

Fig. 6: Test setup for measuring synth MIDI 

delays. 

hard disk recording channel, driving the 
instrument under test from the MMT-
8's MIDI out, and recording a percussive 
sound from the instrument being tested 
into the other channel, compare the off-
set between the click and note onset to 
get the delay times of different synths. 

Figure 7 shows the delay for an Alesis 
SR- 16 drum machine. The highlighted 
area defines the region between where 
the click starts and where the audio 
starts, which is around 1.9 ms—very 

fast, considering that a MIDI note-on 
message itself takes about 1 ms. 

Fig. 8 shows the delay for an OB-8. 
The highlighted region is about 7.50 ms, 
but this can vary a little for individual 
notes. (For what it's worth, a good synth 
or sampler will measure around 3-4 ms 
of delay, an average device around 4-6 
ms, and below average, 6 ms or more.) 

Once you know the delay times of 
your synthesizers, you can " slip" 
sequencer tracks to tune out variations. 

rn.". 

30 
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' 

'er  90 nisic %Ir.::: I 
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Fig. 7: SR-16 MIDI response time. 

Fig. 8: OB-8 MIDI response time. 

(Even if you do track-shifting to create a 
particular "feel," it helps to have a consis-
tent point of departure when you start.) 

Now that we have the synths figured 
out, it's time to find out more about the 
rest of your studio. See you next issue. 

Craig Andertun spends most of his time 
traveling around the world and giving lec-
tures on subjects related to musical electron-
ics. He knows where the video arcades are 
in all major airports. 

I+N+F+I+N+I+T+Y 
EDSP LOOPING TCDOLS FOR THE NAACINTOSHT" 

Have you ever noticed that when you listen to even the 
best samples, you can hear the loops repeat? 

I.N .F.I.N.I.T.Y 
Crossfede Loop. 

Sound Isle: 12 struts F . 3 • 

A Ir 

eliminates all that, automatically. 

Inian1111111111e. 

Cross! 

(rosit 

O Rod 

(auto-

ddddd Ile: 

000000 d Sums topper .• 

11 string Fe  

PrOLP11 the loop Segment 

"INFINITY... accomplishes many tasks no other 

program can touch, and it does them quickly, 

painlessly, and often very impressively." 
- Paul Lehrman 

Electronic Musician, November '93 
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Pre-condItton Dole 1%1: Iller1  

  Length 1%1: 11144_ hiel 

"INFINITY paves the way for you with 

simple operation, a clear interface, and 
remarkably effective tools." 

- Michael Marans 
Keyboard, November '93 

"This is not just a good product 

- this is a breakthrough." 
- Craig Anderton 

EQ Magazine, August '93 

INFINITY is a powerful sample editing 
program that automatically creates perfect 
loops in almost any sound. Samples that 
took hours to perfect, now take less than a 
minute using INFINITY - and with results 
that are far superior to anything you can do 
using conventional tools. 

INFINITY is used by E-mu Systems, 
Ensoniq, Eye 8s I Productions, Invision 
Interactive, North Star Productions, 
Prosonus, Stratus Sounds and many other 
professional sound developers. 

INFINITY is sold by a select group of 
music and pro audio dealers throughout the 
world. To order direct or to get information 
on the dealer nearest you, call 

(800) 446-2356 

(eL 
JUPITER SYSTEMS" 

P.O. Box 697, Applegate, CA, 95703-0697 

916-878-6666 FAX 916-878-8577 

SS" 98-15 



WHATEVER YOUR TASTE 
Whatever your platform (be it Atari7Apple 

Macintosh" or the PC*), you can enjoy the wonders 
of Cubase...The Freshest MIDI software tool available. 

Cubase is renowned for its user friendliness, 

intuitiveness and flexibility. M•ROS (MIDI real-time 
operating system) lets you record, edit and arrange 
your music in 'real-time' in a logical graphic envi-
ronment, where all functions are available (even 
saving your work to disk) without stopping. 

Cubase adapts to the way you work, offering more 
ways to manipulate, edit and arrange your music 
than you ever imagined. Everything you need is at 
your fingertips: Linear or Pattern-based sequencing; 
4 Graphic Edit windows (each with a dedicated tool 

box); a Logical Editor for event-specific manipulation: 

8 creative Quantizing options (including user definable 
Grooves); add-on modules which range from MIDI 

Processing to composition assistance; and File-Format 
compatibility between computer platforms. 

Whatever your musical style, or the way you work. 
or the computer you use, we invite you to savor 

the many flavors of Cubase...Whatever your taste. 

'Windows 3.0- 386 SX and up. 

Stcanbarg 
JONES 

17700 Raymer Street. Suite 1001 
Northridge. California 91325 

818-993-4091 FAX: 818-701-7452 

Apple Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Computer Corp. Atari Is a registered trademark of Atari Corp. V/Indows 3.0 Is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corp. 
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BRAND 

Akai/IMC 

AKG 

Alesis 

Amek 

Aphex 

Applied Research & Technology 

Ashly Audio 

Audio Institute of America 

Audio Technica 

Bananas At Large 

BBE 

Behringer 

Brainstorm Electronics 

Caig laboratories 

Carver Corporation 

Computers & Music 

Conservatory of Recording A7ts 

D&R 

dbx 

DI( Digital 

Digital Audio Labs 

Digitech 

Disc Makers 

Discount Distributors 

Disk Count Software 

Dolby 

Drawmer 

Dynacord 

Dynatek 

Ensoniq 

Europodisk 

Five Towns College 

Fostex 

Furman Sound 

Gemini Sound 

Genelec 

Generalmusic 

Grandma's Music & Sound 

Illbruck 

JBL Professional 

Jeanius Electronics 

JRF Magnetic Sciences 

INFO PHONE # PAGE BRAN) INFO PHONE # 

01 817-336-5114 102 KABA 33 800-231-8273 

02 415-351-3500 42 Klarity Kassette 34 800-458-6405 

03, 06 213-467-8000 69 Lexicon 38 617-736-0300 

07, 08 818-508-9788 77 Mackie Designs 43 206-487-4333 

10 818-767-2929 86 Microtechnology Unlimited 44 919-870-0344 

04 716-436-2720 41 Musician's Fiend 60 800-776-5173 

12 716-544-5191 91 National Sound & Video 45 404-447-0101 

05 415-931-4160 95 Panasonic/Ramsa 106 714-373-7278 

XX 216-686-2600 31 Peavey 46 601-483-5365 

11 415-457-7600 51 Polyliae 47 708-390-7758 

16 714-897-6766 30 OCA 48 800-859-8401 

09 516-932-3180 61 R.P.G. Diffusers 49 301-249-0044 

18 310-475-7570 22 Rone Corporation 80 206-355-6000 

13 619-451-1799 59 Rhythm City 67 404-320-7253 

14 206-775-1202 97 RSP Technologie, 50 313-853-3055 

85 415-541-5350 48 Russo 76 609-888-0620 

21 602-496-6508 103 Sam Ash Professional 73 212-719-2640 

15 409-588-3411 07, 81 Samson 74, 75 516-932-3810 

17 415-351-3500 65 Sabine 79 904-371-3829 

25 201-224-9344 38 SAS Industries 51 804-582-6139 

19 612-473-7626 15 Sennbeiser 77 203-434-9190 

31 801-566-8800 23 Shure 52 708-866-2527 

20, 22 215-232-4140 09 Sony XX 800-635-SONY 

23 516-563-8326 88, 123, Sound Tech 68, 71 708-913-5511 

66 908-396-8880 105 Stewart Electronics 82 916-635-3011 

24 415-558-0200 29 Studiamaster 52 714-524-2227 

32 508-435-3666 83 Sweellwatei Sound 55 219-432-8176 

84 616-695-6831 11 Tascom/TEAC America 86 213-726-0303 

81 416-636-3000 92 Tech 21 56 212-315-1116 

64 215-647-3930 79 The Cloning Laboratory 57 616-929-1761 

35 212-226-4401 108 The DAT Store 69 310-828-6487 

36 516-424-7000 112 The John hardy Company 70 708-864-8060 

37 310-921-1112 79 The Recording Workshop 58 614-663-2510 

39 415-927-1225 125 Time Stream Technologies 59 212-724-1794 

40, 26 908-969-9000 89 Turtk Beal 92 717-843-6916 

41 508-435-3666 59 Whisper Room 61 615-585-5927 

42 708-766-8230 53 White Instruments 62 512-389-3800 

27 505-292-0341 91 World Media Group 63 317-353-1113 

28 800-662-0032 20, 21 Yamaha Pro Audio 65 714-552-9011 

XX 818-893-8411 74 Yorkville Sound 97 716-297-2920 

72 800-880-8776 128 Z Systems 83 904-371-0990 

30 201-579-5773 39 Zoom 98 516-932-3810 



ACROSS THE BOARD 

Software 
Explosions 
and More 

A look at things that 
bug me and other 

computer confessions 
BY ROGER NICHOLS 

I
think that it's time to talk about 
software again. Phil Burnet from 
River Sound just called me about 

the Flying Faders they have installed 
on their Neve console. Apparently the 
computer crashed just as they were 
getting ready to print the mix to 2-
track. The computer locked up. The 
screen started doing funny things, the 
keyboard would no longer work, and 
the faders wouldn't move. Nice. 

The Flying Fader system software 
is stored on the hard disk of a Hewlett-
Packard "IBM PC" clone. Inside the HP 
box is a card that contains a stand-
alone computer with its own memory, 
CPU, and I/O that actually does all of 

the automation. The "automation" 
board is connected to the scanning 
computer located under the console 
by a fiber-optic link. The CPU in the 
HP box is just there for the screen dis-
play and the hard-disk storage. When 
you move a fader, the scanning com-
puter sends the movement informa-
tion to the "automation" board. If you 
save a mix to disk, the HP asks the 
"automation" CPU to send over the 
data for the mix that you want to save. 
The HP's CPU then stores that data in 
a format that you can get to with any 
DOS-based computer. 

The data in the memory of the 
"automation" board is completely iso-
lated from the HP's memory space. If 
the memory and CPU crash in the HP, 
there is no reason to expect the data in 
the "automation" board's memory to 
be corrupt. Got it? 

If the HP crashes, there is no way 
to reset the computer without turning 
it off. If you turn off the computer, you 
will surely lose all data in the "automa-
tion" board. I asked Neve four years 
ago why there wasn't a hardware reset 
on the HP box. They said that someone 
might accidentally press it and ruin a 
mix. It also prevents someone from 
pressing it on purpose to save a mix. 

I picked Neve in this case because 
that happened to be the most recent 
phone call I received before sitting 
down to finish this column. It could 
just as easily have been any number of 
other manufacturers who rely on com-
puter software to make their products 
work. That covers just about all of 
them. 

My gripe here is that these crash-
es are usually caused by bugs in the 
software. Some combination of cir-
cumstances causes the computer to go 
off into never-never land. Most of the 
time the software vendor knew about 
the problem, but release schedules 
wouldn't allow any more time to be 
spent debugging. The next release of 
the software would be better. The 
product is shipped to the customers 
and if the customers' system crashes, 
the vendor acts as though he is the 
first person to encounter the problem. 

Even big companies like Microsoft 
do it. DOS 6.0 will eat everything on 

your hard disk under certain circum-
stances. When IBM's version of DOS 
6.0 is released, all of the known bugs 
will be fixed, but Microsoft didn't want 
to wait. 

I have nothing against introducing 
new software that is not quite ready to 
go. I love to test new versions of soft-
ware with new bells and whistles. I 
would, however, like to know what the 
problems are that I am likely to get 
myself into. I think that there should be 
someplace you could go to find out 
about potential software problems. 

There are two major plusses 
involved in disclosing known bugs. 
The first is the knowledge that the 
end user can dive into the buggy 
water if he wants to, but he can stay 
away from problem areas if he needs 
to have a reliable product in order to 
finish a paying job. The second plus is 
that if the software user is aware of 
the bug, he could document the 
course of action taken before the 
crash, thus providing the vendor with 
some data that might help solve the 
problem. 

I had a program once that would 
crash if you tried to save a sample that 
was an exact multiple of 512 samples. 
If you sampled a drum that lasted 
about five seconds and the last sample 
was 524,288, saving would mean 
crashing. After the company told me 
about the problem it was easy to cut 
the drum off one sample sooner or one 
sample later. It made no difference to 
the sound of the drum, but it sure 
made a big difference in my sanity at 
four in the morning. 

There are digital EQs that roll off 
the bottom end even when they are 
bypassed. It is a software problem. 
There are digital EQs that mute the 
digital output data stream when you 
recall a new EQ setting from memory. 
Software problem. There are digital 
audio workstations that always pass 
the digital audio through the DSP and 
change it slightly even when you think 
that the DSP is bypassed. Software 
problem. There are digital multitrack 
machines that stay in record after you 
press stop in certain circumstances. 
Software problem. 

continued on page 128 
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THE ULTIMATE IN SOUND 

•DIGITAL 
EVOLUTION 

Technology evolves. The market develops. DIC Digital excels. 

As one of the original suppliers of DAT tape to the professional, DIC Digital 
recognized industry demands. As a result, we were 

the first DAT supplier to offer a truly professional 
DAT cassette. 

Once again DIC Digital is leading the way 
by introducing recordable CD's. Our discs 
are fully compatible and bear the " com-

pact disc" logo. DIC Digital's CD-R's are 
readily available in 18, 63 and 74 minute lengths. 

Call today for the name of your nearest DIC Digital 
dealer. 

1.767117Lm 
Glenpointe-énntre West, 500 Frank W. Burr Blvd., Teaneck, N.J. 07666 

Phone: 201-692-7700 or 1-800-328-1342, Fax: 201-692-7757 

CIRCLE 25 ON FREE INFO CARD 



If you think only your eyes can play tricks on you... 

C:)1938 M.C. Escher/ Cordon ‘rt Rum - Holland Ul Rights Reserved 

Study the illustration. Are the geese becoming 
fish, the fish becoming geese, or perhaps both? 
Seasoned recording engineers will agree that your 
eyes and your ears can play tricks on you. In the 
studio, sometimes what you think you hear isn't 
there. Other times, things you don't hear at all end 
up on tape. And the longer you spend listening, the 
more likely these aural illusions will occur. 

The most critical listening devices in your 
studio are your own ears. They evaluate the 
sounds that are the basis of your work, your 
art. If your ears are deceived, your work may 

fall short of its full potential. You must hear 
everything, and often must listen for hours on 
end. If your studio monitors alter sound, even 
slightly, you won't get an accurate 
representation of your work and the potential 
for listener fatigue is greatly increased. 

This is exactly why our engineers strive to 
produce studio monitors that deliver sound 
with unfailing accuracy And, why they create 
components designed to work in perfect harmony 

with each other. In the laboratory they work with 
quantifiable parameters that do have a definite 
impact on what you may or may not hear. 
Distortion, which effects clarity, articulation, 
imaging and, most importantly, listener fatigue. 
Ftlegueney Response, which measures a 
!loudspeaker's ability to uniformly reproduce 
sound4ourr Handling, the ability of a 

Models pictunyl (1.-R ) 
3-Way IM4410A. 2- Way 8" 440/0 and 3-4.12' 41121 

UBL 

loudspeaker system to handle the wide dynatnic 
range typical of the digital domain. And, finally, 
Dispersion, which determines how the system's 
energy balance changes as your listening position 
moves off axis. 

The original 4400 Series monitors have played 
a major role in recording and broadcast studios for 
years. Today, 4400 Series "A" models rely on low 
frequency transducers with Symmetrical Field 
Geometry (SFe) magnet structures and large 
diameter edgewound ribbon voice coils. They 
incorporate new titanium dome tweeters., oriented 

to create "Left" and " Right" mirror-imaged 
pairs. Refined crossover networks use 
conjugate circuit topokigy and tight tolerance 
components to give 4400A Series monitors 
absolutely smooth transition between 
transducers for perfect imaging and 
unparalleled power response. 

If you're looking for a new pair of studio 
monitors, look into the 4400A Series. We think 
you'll find them to be a sight for sore ears. 

JBL PROFESSIONAL, 8500 BALBOA BOULEVARD, NORTHRIDGE, CA 91329, PHONE (818)893-8411, FOR FAX INFORMATION, CALL (818)895-8190 
HAFIammlnuenationalCmpanv 


